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Introduction 

Liza advanced into the depth of the wood. The 
deep murmur of the waving branches seemed to 
welcome the young girl. Her gaiety vanished. . . 
. She thought-but who can say exactly what a 
young lady of seventeen thinks of, alone in a 
wood, at six o'clock of a spring morning? 
-A. S. Pushkin, "An Amateur Peasant Girl".' 

The poet did not undertake to find out what the young girl's thoughts and dreams 
were, so I will try to reconstruct them. Fantastic as they sometimes are, dreams nev
ertheless reflect the ideals predominant in society and express people's attitudes to
ward personal happiness and social well-being. The realities oflife inevitably underlie 
them. Individual circumstances, as well as many social, economic, and cultural factors, 
have a bearing upon the relationship between a person's dreams and reality. Closely 
interwoven, they make up a sort of microcosm that may be balanced or conflicted. 
Focusing primarily on the intellectual side of this microcosm, I will consider the aspira
tions of Russian provintsial 'nye baryshni (provincial young ladies) and their every
day life over the 150-year period after Peter the Great's reforms. 

In Pushkin's day as well as in preceding times, a girl's early years remained a 
series ofstages preparing her for marriage, deemed the main event in her life. Until the 
age of twel ve or thirteen in the eighteenth century, and the age of fifteen or sixteen 
about a hundred years later, she lived in the relative privacy of her family, nurturing a 
pattern of her forthcoming adulthood. The idea of marriage permeated the very es
sence ofher daily life, entirely encompassing her aspirations, education, pastimes, and 
participation in social life. When the time came for her hopes to materialize, reality 
rarely fit the dream. They were like the poetry and prose Karolina Pavlova used in her 
tale Dvoinaia rhizn' (A Double Life, 1848) to depict, respectively, the heroine's 
lofty reveries and the boring banality of her real life.2 

This essay examines the far-reaching effects ofcultural progress on the soul and 
personality of a young noble girl in the provinces. I show how changing social ideals 
and norms ofconduct affected both the expectations ofprovintsial'nye baryshni and 
the realizations of those expectations in their married lives. Among my main themes 
are the image of an ideal husband in the dreams of young girls; the corresponding 
image ofan ideal wife in the eyes of society (men's eyes in particular); the importance 
of education and intellectual activities in girls' and young ladies' lives; and the new, 
westernized values and trends that gradually came to prevail over the traditional lifestyles 
prescribed by the Domostroi (household order) code. 

I consider the evolution of reading habits and tastes to be an essential factor in 
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intellectual growthin theprovinces andamong young ladiesin particular, and I there
fore touch upon this issue throughout the whole study. I also pay some attention to 
sexual relations as an importantaspect of marriage and as a clue to determining the 
limitsof "the right" and"the wrong" in thecontextof the time;however, inaccordance 
withthe principleformulated byMichelFoucaultand followedby theeditorsof Sexu
ality and the Body in Russian Culture, I bring in sexual matters only insofar as I 
consider them to be "symptomatic of and constructed by a culture.'? I adhere to a 
similarprinciplewhenoccasionally touchingupon issuessuch as the organization of 
byt (everyday routine), householdeconomy, women's legal status, and so forth. All 
theseaspectsallowme totracethesociocultural transition from tradition to modernity 
in theprovinces andtoillustrate theliberalization of overall viewsaboutwomen's roles 
in family andsociety. 

Duringthecenturyanda halffollowing PetertheGreat's reforms, Russiachanged 
froma patriarchal societywithamedieval economyandcultureintoa powerful empire 
with a relativelydevelopedeconomyand an enlightenedculture. Admiring the West, 
Peter the Great had, among hisother intentions, that of pulling the Russian noble
woman out of the terem (women's quarters)and turning her into thejewel of society. 
In manyEuropeancountries, Francein particular, women participatedextensivelyin 
public life,creating theirown placesof authoritythrough the Enlightenmentsalons." 
However,a contemporary's assessmentof France in the 1770sand 1780s-"women 
reigned then"- was by no means applicable to Russia of the same period.S Despite 
the fact that women actually sat on the throne in Russia throughout the last three
quartersof theeighteenthcentury, thecountry remained a man's realm. 

Yet thecrucialchangesbroughtaboutby thereformswouldeventuallyextend to 
all facetsof life, includingwomen's standingin society. One characteristicof Russian 
realityin theeighteenth centurywas,indeed, the increasingdisparity in the waysof life 
betweennoblewomenand womenfromother social groups,especiallythe peasantry. 
This disparity mostconspicuously manifested itselfinwomen's everydayinvolvement 
in thesocialand culturalspheres. While thesespherescontinuedto playno more than 
an episodic part in theexistenceof non-noble women, their priority in the nobility's 
systemof valueswasconstantly increasing." The type of a self-conscious, well-edu
cated, and socially active noblewoman emerged by the beginning of the nineteenth 
century.Depicting this process,Iurii Lotman has, however,emphasized the relative 
exclusivenessof thistype: 

One should not, of course, assume that such women were very numerous. 
"Dikie pomeshchitsy [uncivilized female landowners]" existed as well, and 
even in greater numbers . There also existed those sweet, meek women, not at 
all bad, whose only ambition was expressed in pickling cucumbers and laying 
in food for winter-starosverskie pomeshchitsy [old-fashioned female 
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landowners], so agreeable, so good. But the fact that there were now people of 
ideas in society-women to no small extent-created a totally different daily 
life.7 

Setting aside the extremes-the lionesses of the beau monde and the dikie 
pomeshchitsy--I focus on those "sweet, meek" ladies who lived in the Russian prov
inces. By presenting the lives of several real and fictional characters I demonstrate 
how provincial young ladies worked their way up from the submissiveness inculcated 
by the Domostroi code to a quest for personal happiness and more conscious choices. 

It is probably fair to say that the conflict between girls' dreams and reality was 
not too sharp in Petrine times, when girls hardly even dared to think of a life different 
from that of obedience and humility which their mothers and grandmothers had lived 
according to age-old patriarchal traditions. Even after Peter's reforms, they long re
mained silent and passive, seldom assuming roles of any real independence or impor
tance. They acted mostly in the private sphere of the family, for public life scarcely 
existed in the provinces before the 1762 edict "On the Emancipation of the Nobility." 

After the 1760s, the public eye slowly started to turn toward personality and 
individual values. Although "pickling cucumbers" continued to take up much of young 
ladies' time and effort, ideas and intellectual interests gradually pervaded the 
starosvetskii byt (old-fashioned daily routine), altering the expectations of 
provintsial'nye baryshni but leaving reality largely intact. This discordance sharp
ened the conflict between dream and reality. However, education for baryshni was 
gradually gaining general recognition; their contribution to the atmosphere ofpublic 
gatherings was increasing; and they even started, early in the nineteenth century, to 
enter the field long considered to be a man's prerogative-literature and art . I will 
show how these and other developments both resulted from the growth ofpublic life in 
the provinces, and facilitated its further progress. 

By the mid-nineteenth century many women, both in the capitals and in the prov
inces, had acquired unprecedented independence in organizing their lives according to 
their own tastes and needs, so the discord between their dreams and reality grew less 
acute. By that time one can discern a new feminine type, which I would characterize 
with the word lichnost ' (personality), implying certain personal qualities such as edu
cation, intelligence, self-confidence, and awareness of one's own needs. Close in its 
social meaning to the male type of a developed personality, the feminine lichnost ' 
differed from it, however, by preserving stronger ties with the private sphere, as the 
emancipated women of the time remained family-centered rather than socially ori
ented. In turn, the private sphere began to playa new part in the lives of such women: 
once an institution of oppression, it was becoming the sphere of intimate freedom and 
self-expression. 

Having, for obvious reasons, emerged in the capitals, the new type of woman 
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assumed a slightly different incarnation among young provincial ladies. Resulting from 
both the deeper preservation of traditional values and the more limited access to ma
terial sources ofculture in the provinces, this difference was manifest in the stereotype 
ofprovinisial 'nye baryshni, which connoted a certain degree of inferiority or back
wardness. This stereotype, while not groundless, failed to convey the real meaning of 
the underlying phenomenon. 

Russian fictional literature of the last century described quite extensively the char
acter of the provintsial'naia baryshnia, but historians have done little serious re
search on the subject. The overall evolution of social ideals and the shaping of stable 
norms of behavior in the eighteenth and first half of the nineteenth century have been 
thoroughly researched, as have the changes in the family and in women's lives." How
ever, the majority of works on women 's history refer to the period from 1800 onward. 
The first generalized survey of Russian women's history, by Natalia Pushkareva, of
fers a chapter on the women of the Enlightenment, but it centers primarily upon the 
royal family and the aristocracy, lurii Lotman's monograph, dedicated to the period 
from Peter the Great's reforms to the beginning of the nineteenth century, treats "the 
world of woman" in several chapters but pays little attention to provincial life.? 

Researchers studying life on the country estate have emphasized its particular 
and unique significance to Russian culture. 10 They too, however, have mostl y devoted 
their attention to the rich and powerful whose country life was primarily a complement 
to, or a distraction from, their life in the capitals. Taking as a starting point the fact that 
the majority of the noble population could not afford to live in the capitals, I focus on 
women from modest noble families who lived in the provinces and never, or only for 
short periods of time, carne to Moscow and St. Petersburg. I I I show that their lifestyles 
differed from those in the capitals by preserving intact certain pre-Petrine social prac
tices and moral norms as late as the nineteenth century, while still generally following 
the main trends of cultural progress in the capitals. 

In order to discover what formed young ladies' dreams and determined their 
reality, I present chronologically, through their own voices where possible, 
provintsial 'nye baryshni of several succeeding generations. The choice of heroines 
for this essay is rather arbitrary: I make no attempt to examine the Russian nobility in 
its entirety, or to present tipichnye predstaviteli (typical representati ves) of a social 
stratum, as used to be common in historical studies of the past,especially in the Soviet 
Union. On the contrary, I am fascinated by some individual lives-ordinary to the 
extent a human life can be ordinary-or rather extraordinary in the context of their 
time. In any case, I try to analyze how the realities and aspirations ofparticular women, 
real or fictional, were related to those of the majority of their contemporaries. The 
evidence comes from published and unpublished letters, diaries, memoirs, family 
chronicles, and fiction. 
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"--...

There exist only limited sources on Russian women's own opinions about their 
lives and aspirations in the eighteenth century. Almost inaudible at that time, women's 
voices sound much more strongly in the first halfof the next century, but nevertheless 
account for only a small part of the choir. Women's epistolary materials dating back to 
the eighteenth century are very sparse, as men at that time were little prone to preserve 
letters from their wives and daughters. In the beginning of the nineteenth century the 
number ofwomen 's letters, both to have been written and to have survived, increased 
dramatically, so we can place more confidence in this source. Diaries and albums, 
which first came into fashion in the 1770s and 1780s and were kept by several gen
erations of young noblewomen, also shed light on their thoughts and interests.'? An
other type ofsource revealing women's aspirations is folk divinatory practices, inher
ited from ancient times and popular amongprovintsial'nye baryshni during this entire 
period. 

Russian women took their first steps in literary enterprise during the reign of 
Catherine the Great (1762-1796), following the example of the empress herself. 13 In 
1857 Nikolai Kniazhnin published the first list ofRussian women writers, as a tribute 
to the centenary of their writing. The publisher prefaced the publication with the fol
lowing remark: "Unfortunately, our women writers are almost unknown to the reading 
public, even by their names, except for several of the most famous.':" The list con
tained an impressive number of about four hundred names, but even at that time 
Kniazhnin complained that the majority of their works had disappeared. Much more 
true is it today. 

Memoirs and family chronicles written by women and bearing on this period are 
not numerous and have one characteristic in common: they are usually connected to 
the life of a prominent man. The works concentrate on the author's husband, father, or 
brother and provide relatively little information about the author herself. 15 Materials 
written by men exceed those produced by women both in numbers and diversity, so 
one cannot bypass them even in a study dedicated to women. But my main reason for 
bringing such sources into the discussion is my intent to observe the issues from both 
woman's and man's viewpoints. Women lived in a male-dominated society, played 
roles conceived primarily by men, and largely depended on men's attitudes in the 
public as well as the private sphere. The outlook on women and women's issues, 
expressed in men's memoirs, documents, and fiction, thus provides additional dimen
sions to our perception of woman's standing in society and family at the time. When
ever possible, I juxtapose female characters' versions of particular situations with 
similar versions by men. 

For the first half of the eighteenth century, I consider women 's letters and folk 
divinatory practices, which allows me to argue that women's inferiority to men was 
assumed to be the norm both socially and culturally. To further corroborate this argu
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ment,I track the lifeof a real womanof the time usingthememoirsby Ivan Nepliuev 
(1693-1773), a statesman whostarted hiscareerunderPeter theGreatand Iived well 
intoCatherinetheGreat's reign.Nepliuevrarely andonly inpassing mentions his wife 
in hisratherdetailed narration, so I drawon whatlittleinformation on his familylifehe 
incidentally provides. This material demonstrates that,in thecaseof a poorprovincial 
noblewoman,even the rise of her husband to the highestbureaucracyin Petrine and 
post-Petrine timesmight have littleeffecton her traditional wayof life. 

To depict the status of provincial women in the second half of the eighteenth 
century, I employ thewell-known memoirsofAndreiBolotov(l738-1833) and Anna 
Labzina(1758-1828). Rankingamong the most valuablesourcesfor life in the prov
inces in this period, these works express two divergent views on the subject of my 
study, theirdisparityensuingnotonlyfromgenderbut alsofromtheauthors' different 
overallattitudes toward the culturalchanges takingplace.Aiming to present his own 
lifeasanedifyingexampleforhisoffspring, Bolotov-a scientist, a writer, andone of 
the mosteducated men of his time-positions himselfin the foregroundof progress 
and puts forward conceptions as advanced as he can possiblyconceive. In contrast, 
Labzina-a provincial noblewomanof traditional upbringing-describes her lifeas a 
nightmareoriginating with herenlightened husband,who had abused her innocence 
and her adherence to age-old beliefs. 

The historyoffour generationsof the Bunin-Kireevskii-Yelagin family is filled 
with young girls' voices. They wrote numerous letters to each other; their albums 
containtheirown thoughtsandquotationsfrom theirfavorite authors; they translated 
novels and poetry; and even left some memoirs. Because the famous poet Vassily 
Zhukovsky(1783-1852) belongedto theBuninfamily, a wealthof documentswritten 
by his sisters, cousins, and nieces has been preservedand was publishedin part after 
hisdeath. Rich in details of theprovintsial'nye baryshni's lives, this material spans a 
periodfrom the 1790sthroughthe 1840s.Itssignificancefor mystudy is twofold:on 
theonehand, thistypical provincial noblefamily personifies thephenomena I intendto 
discuss; on theother hand, the peculiaratmospherein thisfamily, whichproducedan 
amazing number of prominent figures, both men and women,allows me to trace the 
increasing partthatintellectual activities played inwomen'severyday lifein thefirsthalf 
of thenineteenthcentury.This materialalsoprovidesgroundsforcertain generaliza
tionsaboutsociety's turning, bytheend of theperiodof my study, to more respect for 
woman's personalityand needs. 

I chose the novels by Dmitrii Begichev (1786-1855) as a counterbalance to the 
Bunin-Kireevskii-Yelagin material. I consider it useful to compare those girls' own 
viewswith thejudgment articulatedby a conservativemalemoralist, whoclaimed to 
represent more thanjust himself. Begichevdescribeda lessrefinedstratumof provin
cialsociety in the 1810s-1830s thanthat inhabitedby theBuningirls. Yethis fictional 
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baryshni's expectations, interests, and values are close to those of their real counter
parts, and their milieu is similar to those described in nonfictional sources. Begichev's 
novels depict a peculiar mixture of patriarchal tradition, still alive and affecting young 
women's lives, and westernized norms, increasingly accepted and observed by pro
vincial society. 

I also consider valuable the data to be found in Begichev's texts about his fic
tional heroines' reading habits, which very much resemble those revealed by the let
ters and diaries of real women. Virtually all the authors who ever wrote about 
provintsial'nye baryshni placed particular emphasis on the significance of reading in 
their Iives. I will demonstrate that at the end of the eighteenth century books became a 
source of constant and profound influence on young ladies' souls, minds, and behav
ioral ideals. Looking back to this period, the poet Apollon Grigor'ev remarked in 
1859: "Books for us are not simply books, the matter for study and entertainment: 
books used to tum and still tum directly into our life, our flesh and blood, they often 
changed and still change the very essence of our moral universe..."16 More than any 
other group,provintsial'nye baryshni embodied this observation. In my analysis I 
show that literature largely determined their dreams and often contributed to their 
reality. 

"... how charming these provincial young ladies are!" 

Being somewhat archaic, the Russian concept of baryshnia has lost in modem 
usage its unambiguous social meaning, even when applied to the pre-Revolutionary 
period. The Dictionary ofModern Russian (Moscow, 1991) provides four defini
tions: (1) a gentleman's unmanied daughter; (2).fig., colloq.:person who shirks rough 
or dirty work; (3) becoming archaic: girl, maiden; (4) archaic: female telephonist. In 
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries the term definitely implied a noble origin. Dal' 
defines baryshnia as "a girl of noble status.T''The meaning altered in the beginning of 
the twentieth century owing to the democratization of daily life and the rapid emanci
pation ofwomen. With unconcealed irony, the philosopherGeorgii Fedotov described 
this process: 

In the evenings. crowds of young people in jackets and Russian shirts stroll 
along city boulevards with baryshni, who are dressed according to current 
fashion but have apparently never been to gymnasia. They eat sunflower 
seeds, exchange compliments.... They strive to mind their manners but are 
awfully out of tune. Maids wearing bonnets and talking cheekily scandalize 
officials' wives, their mistresses. Undoubtedly, the maid-half-serfyesterday
is turning into a baryshnia. She already demands that she should be thus 
addressed." 
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In this essay, I use the word baryshnia in its historical meaning, that is, a young, 
unmarried girl from a noble family. 

In literature and everyday life, a rather persistent stereotype reflects society's 
attitude toward provintsial 'nye baryshni, the word provintsial 'nye (provincial ones) 
being ofparticular significance. Provinces were not only the administrative units of the 
Russian state, but localities situated far from the center of the country. The word has a 
condescending aspect, because public consciousness, formed in the capitals, associ
ated provincial customs, lifestyles, and tastes with backwardness, ignorance, and bore
dom.P'I'hus, the stereotype acquired a sociopsychological rather than geographical 
meaning. Here is anotherclassic excerpt from Pushkin's "Baryshnia-krest'ianka"("An 
Amateur Peasant Girl"): 

Those of my readers who have never lived in the country, cannot imagine how 
charming these provincial young ladies are ! Brought up in the pure air. under 
the shadow of the apple trees of their gardens. they deri ve their knowledge of 
the world and of life chiefly from books . Solitude. freedom. and reading develop 
very early within them sentiments and passions unknown to our town-bred 
beauties. For the young ladies of the country the sound of the post-bell is an 
event; ajourney to the nearest town marks an epoch in their lives, and the visit 
of a guest leaves behind a long, and sometimes an eternal recollection. Of 
course everybody is at liberty to laugh at some of their peculiarities. but the 
jokes of a superficial observer cannot nullify their essential merits, the chiefof 
which is that personality of character. that individualite, without which .. .. 
there can be no human greatness. In the capitals, women receive perhaps a 
better instruction, but intercourse with the world soon levels the character and 
makes their souls as uniform as their headdresses." 

Other examples show that qualities such as naivete, peevishness, bashfulness, 
lack of refinement, were commonly attributed to young women from the provinces." 
A more careful analysis of some of their portraits, however, reveals such fascinating 
integrity and charming beauty that the images of most of the brilliant ladies of fashion 
pale by comparison. So, where did this stereotype come from and to what extent is it 
true? 

The relationship between the capital and the provinces in a country's history, in 
the shaping of the character and identity of its population, is a broad issue requiring 
thorough and serious discussion. Historical events that occurred in the capitals and 
determined the trends of economic, political, and cultural growth, have rightly at
tracted most of the attention. However, as Michael Kugler argued with respect to 
European history, "the nature of provincialism has not been outlined in detail"; this 
certainly applies to the history of Russia.22 

The strict hierarchy of societal structures in Russia assumed that both material 
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and spiritual values emanated from the center. Accordingly, everything deemed "good" 
and "right" ought to be found in the capitals, even if it originated elsewhere.The idea of 
krasnyi ugol(red corner), intrinsic to the Russian consciousness, dominated all spheres 
of life." In a Russian house the red (the beautiful, the best) corner was a sacred place 
where the icons hung and where the most venerable guests were seated. In a peasant's 
izba(hut) and a nobleman's mansion equally, this place was subject to extensive care 
and served as a measure of the master's social standing. Every town proudly main
tained its own krasnyiugol, often the only paved place or street and typically identi 
fied by the church and the local government building." And all the best in Russia 
converged on the country's krasnyi ugol-its capital-where ideas, fashions, norms, 
and rules originated along with the government's decrees. 

Jean-Jacques Rousseau was one of the first to note the importance ofobserving 
life in the provinces. In Emile he wrote: "To study the genius and the character of a 
nation you should go to the more remote provinces, where there is less stir, less com
merce, where strangers seldom travel, where the inhabitants stay in one place, where 
there are fewer changes of wealth and position.... The French are not in Paris, but in I 

Touraine; the English are more English in Mercia than in London, and the Spaniards 
more Spanish in Galicia than in Madrid.'?' We might venture to say that Russians are 
more Russian in Tula and Riazan' than in St. Petersburg and Moscow. In such a vast 
country, the lifestyle of the capitals was an exception rather than a rule. More patriar
chal and less susceptible to swift change, public and private life in the provi nces pre
sented some contrast to the capitals. Traditions and restrictive norms, deeply en
trenched and strictly maintained in provincial society, formed the basis for a pro
nounced tendency to accept selectively, and at a considerably lower speed, only the 
most viable innovations. This sociocultural conservatism helped, in a certain way, to 
cushion the sometimes harsh consequences of the reforms." 

Peter the Great's military and administrative innovations made heavier and more 
regular the burden of obligatory state service imposed on the Russian nobility. The 
longer, if not permanent, absence of the male noble population from their homes; little 
inflow of novel ideas to stir up the patriarchal traditions; poor funding of education 
outside the capitals-all these factors contributed to the obvious cultural lag of the 
provinces. Education for young noblemen, much in demand after the Petrine reforms, 
was available at the newly established professional and elementary schools in Mos
cow and St. Petersburg. Peter 's attempt to organize a broader educational system of 
elementary "cypher" schools in provincial towns had little success and failed right after 
his death in 1725. The small number ofchurch-run, state-owned, and pli vate schools 
in the provinces by no means met the demand. A national network of schoo ls was 
established in Russia only in 1786, when about four hundred schools of various levels 
opened in the provinces following Catherine the Great's Statute ofNational Schools." 
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Even then, the majority of noble families still preferred to send children to better and 
more prestigious schools in the capital cities. 

With the emergence of the first Russian newspaper Vedomosti (1702), as well 
as several publishing houses in St. Petersburg, periodicals and books began to reach 
the provinces, but the numbers were far from significant during most of the eighteenth 
century. Only much later would the situation in the provinces become comparable to 
that in the capi tals through a series of developments such as the establishment of the 
networks of local publishing houses (in accordance with the 1783 edict but in reality 
by the 1820s and 1830s), public libraries (in accordance with the 1830 edict), local 
periodicals such as Gubemskie vedomosti (in accordance with the 1838 edict), and 
bookstores." 

In the second half of the eighteenth century a new trend becomes discernible in 
the public life of the Russian nobility: literary salons patterned after the contemporary 
French model.P'Ihe salon created a unique culture that combined the public character 
of noble gatherings with the privacy of a home. When socializing in such an atmo
sphere, one was less subjected to normative restrictions and official etiquette. This 
circumstance gave a new and public meaning to the role of the lady of the house. As 
hostess, a woman would often become the life and soul of these gatherings, where 
powerful and well-educated men would seek her attention and pay heed to her opin
ions. Here, the Fenelon rule, which prescribed that a woman keep silence unless 
addressed, was completely abandoned. For the first time in Russian history (if we 
exclude the empresses and-their female favorites), women had opportunities, if only 
potential, to gain some public recognition as individuals. Personal qualities such as 
education, talent, character, manners, and, certainly, good looks, began to playa part 
of importance in shaping a woman's independent social status. 

While cultural life in St. Petersburg and Moscow revolved around some two 
hundred literary salons by the mid-nineteenth century, only about thirty are known to 
have existed in the provinces." For provincial noblemen, especially those who lived 
on country estates, economic and agricultural issues had a higher priority than intellec
tual pursuits. Discussions at provincial noble assemblies focused primarily on prices 
and harvest, hunting and fishing." Women would rarely become the centers of those 
discussions. Nevertheless, the phenomenon of salons, here and there growing out of 
regular public gatherings, indicated the increasing intellectual level and cultural progress 
of provincial society. Several women from the Bunin family were among the well
known hostesses of literary salons. 

Thus, the obvious gap between the capitals and the provinces notwithstanding, 
the stereotyped opinion about the total ignorance of the eighteenth-century provincial 
nobility is no closer to the truth than the myth that in the second half of the century 
"with respect ... to both intellectual and moral development, no significant differences 
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could be found between the provincial milieu and that of the capitals. "32 Indeed, the 
gap existed and never completely closed, but the provinces were constantly on the 
move to catch up with the capitals. Most importantly for our study, noblewomen were 
the first both to suffer from the cultural lag and to benefit from cultural progress, as 
they constituted the majority of the permanent noble population little exposed to life 
beyond country estates. 

The End of the Seclusion of the Terem 

One of the effects ofPeter the Great's reforms, the ending of Russian women's 
seclusion in the terem, could be considered as their emerging from an exclusively 
private, domestic sphere into public life. In reality, however, the boundary of those 
two spheres was rather fuzzy; as Lawrence Klein puts it, "the distinction between the 
private and the public did not correspond to the distinction between home and not
home" and "the private sphere referred to all that was not related to or sponsored by 
the State."33Both public life and the economic sphere preserved some private facets 
and, vice versa, the private sphere included many not-so-private aspects. Philippe 
Aries, the editor of A History of Private Life, has suggested that the degree of 
privacy in eighteenth-century Europe could be judged by people's taste for solitude, 
leading to new ways oforganizing daily life." This indivisibility of the public and the 
private, as well as the emergence of a new conception of daily life, also characterized 
eighteenth-century Russia." 

Traditional roles in a noble family were generally polarized along gender lines: 
men, as state servants, primarily functioned socially and publicly, while women were 
supposed to act in the private sphere of their homes. There exists, however, historical 
evidence that even in pre-Petrine times some women not only ran households but also 
participated in legal proceedings, conducted business, and sold goods and property, 
especially in the absence of their husbands.36 Although such occurrences were not 
common, and a woman's out-of-home activities rarely extended beyond the passive 
execution of her husband's orders, they certainly prove that transcending the terem's 
confines was not unheard-of. 

The daily life of a noblewoman, whether married or unmarried, was not alto
gether private ei ther, even if nothing disturbed the ordinary routine of her domestic 
universe. Constantly surrounded by serfs and relatives, she could spend hardly any 
time alone. The houses inhabited by noble families of average means usually had no 
separate, private rooms for women, so several women would share one. Sometimes, 
there were no separate women's quarters at all." Conjugal relations and family mat
ters were largely exposed to public observation: relatives and neighbors, when asked 
fortestimony in case of a family conflict, invariably proved to bewell informed.P'Ihus, 
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although their existence revolved primarily around private matters, women neither 
enjoyed nor craved privacy in the modem meaning of the word. The taste for solitude, 
as a yardstick for the then emerging concept of privacy, did not really develop in the 
minds ofRussian provincial noblewomen until the very end of the eighteenth century, 
when intellectual activities, such as reading, drawing, thinking, and dreaming became 
common to many provintsial'nye baryshni. Notably enough, these trends contrib
uted to many innovations in household arrangements, including the architecture of 
country homes." 

In the eighteenth-century Russian provinces, long after Peter the Great's re
forms, religious traditions and old customs had often more effect on everyday life than 
the new laws. The pre-Petrine Domostroi-inspired legal norms and regulations con
tinued to shape society's attitudes toward young girls. Although Peter had repealed 
the 1649 law that a parent guilty of infanticide should be punished by no more than one 
year injail, parents generally considered their children still subject to their total and 
unquestioned authority." In 1735, for example, the Governing Senate brought murder 
charges against the nobleman Nikita Demidov, a rich and powerful factory owner in 
Tula, who had been under investigation since 1733 for allegedly concealing profits and 
evading payments to the treasury. When his daughter Tat'iana suddenly died in 1734 
of unknown causes, rumors spread around town that the father had killed the girl 
because her excessive curiosity had led her to discover one of his secret caches. Due, 
presumably, to some bribes offered and accepted, the murder case was hushed up, 
but the charges of fraud were strenuously pursued and brought to light numerous 
violations of the law committed by Dernidov." The authorities must have deemed 
economic crime more serious than the murder of a daughter. 

The influence of the Domostroi was especially manifest in matters related to a 
daughter's marriage. A decree of Peter the Great declared the consent of both the 
bride and the groom mandatory in order for them to marry, but in reality the new law 
was only formally observed. Children's obedience in these matters was considered 
not only a virtue, but also a duty toward their parents. Society, for its part, subjected 
a young lady to judgment by the age-old template: the ideal bride brought with her a 
good dowry and the ability to be an obedient wife, an assiduous housekeeper, and a 
good mother," . 

In the first half of the eighteenth century a girl was unlikely to look forward to her 
marriage with hopes for love , independence, and fulfillment, as would become com
mon a century later." Love as spiritual and sexual intimacy was rarely relevant, the 
main factor was marriage per se. Folk divinatory practices, equally popular among 
both krest'ianki (peasant women) and provintsial'nye baryshni, reveal this attitude 
in girls' dreams." Fortune-telling about a future husband almost never referred to a 
would-be bridegroom's specific qualities. The dividing line was usually drawn in a 
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very general way: young or old, molodets (bachelor) or vdovets (widower), rich or 
poor. The refrain primarily contained a request to be awarded a husband, boiazamuzb 
khochu (for I want to get married), and only rarely was the fortune-telling performed 
in order to learn about a girl's chances of happiness, largely understood as prosperity. 
Some of the personal features desired in a husband can be found in fortune-telling 
practices of noble girls only in the beginning of the nineteenth century, when divinatory 
texts came to express the almost universal demand for brave army officers." 

The ritual of parting with girlhood on the eve of the wedding included valedic
tions to krasota (freedom), which was going to be handed over to the bridegroom, 
and an allegorical dismemberment of the bride herself in order to get rid ofgady (vile 
creatures) that represented girlish attraction toward shalost' (frolicking). Healed, the 
bride was supposed to surrender entirely to her husband's will." It is noteworthy that 
the incertitudes of a marriage to an almost unknown man aroused less fear than the 
bleak prospect of remaining unmarried. After the conventional age for marrying, about 
twenty at that time, an unmarried noble girl would almost certainly forfeit the self
confidence and comfort she used to enjoy, and end up in the social and emotional 
liminality of spinsterhood." 

The realities of married life would often turn out to be sad and bitter. In the early 
eighteenth century, the husband remained the sole arbiter of a married woman's des 
tiny, as in previous centuries." Numerous legal cases of the time reveal the unques
tioned authority that husbands wielded over their wives. A dissatisfied husband would 
put his unwanted spouse in a cloister for the rest of her life or, without taking the 
trouble to observe any legal proprieties, simply separate from her and embark on a 
new matrimonial union . In the first half of the eighteenth century informal separations 
became a widespread practice in the provinces, where neither ecclesiastical nor civil 
authorities were efficient enough to regulate marriage." Even in a happy marriage, 
women often felt insecure and deprived of support while their husbands were per
forming military orcivil service far from home. Uncertain about the future and vulner
able to adverse circumstances, many provincial noblewomen would fall victim to vio
lent attacks and oppression. Such tragedies, common in pre-Petrine times, occurred 
in the eighteenth century as well. 

An episode of this kind echoed in the Bolotov family long after it happened in 
1659. Eremei Bolotov and his sons were fighting against the Poles, while his wife and 
an unmarried daughter stayed at home. One cold winter night, brigands attacked the 
estate, plundered the house, and tortured the mother to death; the daughter, bare-foot 
and almost naked, fled to a neighboring village where she later died ofcold and grief." 
In 1769 two distant relatives of Andrei Bolotov's, a widowed mother and her young 
daughter, were tortured and killed by their peasants." As late as the 1780s, another 
family related to Bolotov was in trouble: the future historian Nikolai Artsybashev's 
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mother was turned out of house and home by the relatives of her father-in-law's sec
ond wife. As Artsybashev was only eight years old when his father died in 1781 and 
his mother had no legal right to the estate, the property was placed in the custody of 
the relatives who assumed and successfully performed the roles of brigands. He later 
described what the trustees had done to his estate as "not worse than what the French 
did to Prussia: everything was pillaged." Deprived ofeverything, Artsybashev's mother 
had the only recourse a woman could think of at that time-s-remarriage." 

These events, which took place within one family, were by no means excep
tional. In more than a century the situation in the provinces had changed little: a woman 
without a husband remained totally unprotected against those willing to profit at her 
expense. The following letter, written by a wife to her husband at the turn of the 
eighteenth century, presents quite realistically the circumstances of a noblewoman left 
alone on the country estate: 

To my sovereign Aleksei Iakovlevich thy unworthy wife Fekla bows low; with 
thy children Petr and Mikhail, hardly alive in my sorrows, I subsist in my small 
house in the villageofKorenkovo; our serf Mishka ran away from the village of 
Korenkovo; as to the money thou hast, my sovereign Aleksei Iakovlevich, 
deigned to mention that thou my sovereign wilt need money, so if it pleases 
thee I want to sell or pawn my fur coat, or as it pleases thee my sovereign; . . . 
and the animals [livestock], those that are still out there are starving; ... and 
neither the men [male serfs] nor the maids [female serfs] obey me, the only man 
who remains is Vaska; so I sent the man Vaska to thee my sovereign, and 
having said all this thy unworthy wife Fekla bows low to thee. Th is letter to be 
handed to AJeksei Iakovlevich Spev at the post in the town of Tver' .53 

This missive illustrates not only the loneliness but also the poverty that often fell to 
the lot of the wives of serving noblemen. The majority of them were poor to such a 
degree as to be short even of serf labor. Russian literature contains numerous ex
amples of young noble ladies performing hard manual work: kniazhna (prince's daugh
ter) Feklusha, in a novel by V. Narezhnyi, is used to weeding cabbage and carrying 
water with a yoke, while N. Leskov's Princess Protazanova "tended turkeys" before 
marriage." 

Anothercharacteristic of the above letter is its language and style. The text is full 
ofhumble and submissive figures of speech which, no matter how private the subject, 
reveal the positions in the hierarchy occupied by both the writer and the recipient. 
Other women's letters of pre-Petrine and Petrine times prove that these figures of 
speech were very commonly used: thy unworthy wife (zhenishko tvoe) Avdotitsa; 
thy unworthy sister (sestrishka tvoia) Grunka; your unworthy daughter (docherishka 
vasha) Fedorka, and so on. 550ne could argue that, having turned into cliches, some 
derogatory expressions tend to dilute the negative meaning they connote. True as this 
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may be, one cannot help noticing that the ubiquitous use ofself-humiliating diminutives 
was the first to be dropped in women's letters after the beginning of the reforms. While 
still teeming with expressions ofhumility and polite respect, women's letters are now 
signed, simply and with dignity, as "your wife" or "your daughter." Mar'ia Kireevskaia, 
the Bunin-Kireevskii-Yelagin girls' great-grandmother, wrote to her husband in 1716: 

To my sovereign Ivan Ivanovich, be healthy my sovereign Ivan Ivanovich for 
many years, please my sovereign have a letter written to me about your perennial 
health, so I thank Christ and be grateful to God , and I hope thou dost kindly 
remember me, and thank God I am alive in my sorrows and Mariushka too.... 
Please deign to write to me soon and I remain thy wife Mar'ia from the village 
of Dolbino this February 13 of the year 1716.56 

Mar'ia's daughter Nastas' ia wrote the same year using similar expressions: 

To my sovereign and father Ivan Ivanovich, the right hand of the Most High 
preserve your health for many years, please deign my sovereign father to write 
to me about your perennial health and about the health of my sovereign mother 
Mar'ia Dmitrevna.... Your daughter Nastas'ia has written this and I ask for 
your blessing and bow to you this July 11.57 

Self-humiliation gradually gave way to self-respect; in a century, both the form of 
address and self-identification would completely change. Thus, conventional defer
ence has a touch of intimacy in a 1796 letter by Bolotov's daughter, Ekaterina, when 
she addresses her elderbrother and sister with a combination ofrespectful diminutives 
and concludes with a rather playful "ruchki tseluiu" ("I kiss your hands")." In the 
1800s, the word "friend" formed the basis for a new set of largely accepted epistolary 
cliches in women's letters. For example, the Bunin-Kireevskii-Yelagin girls frequently 
use it in letters not only to each other but also to their elders (see below); in an 1812 
letter, a wife addresses her husband as "my dear invaluable friend" and signs, "Fare 
thee well, Jesus be with thee, thy friend forever Annushka.?" 

Peter the Great's reforms impacted not only socially but also emotionally on 
women's lives .The innovations went far beyond Peter's intention to, using his own 
expression, slightly "polish" people.PIn about a quarter ofa century, a series of state
imposed measures subjected women 's personal lives to meticulous attention by soci
ety and the state. Russians' understandi ng of what consti tuted decency and sin for 
women would change, leading to many collisions between age-old tradition and the 
new-fangled westernized ideas. For some women, these collisions resulted in mental 
disorder, the veil taken, or an extremely dissolute life.The 1717 book Iunosti chestnoe 
zertsalo (Honest Mirror ofYouth) included a special section advising girls against 
immodest behavior. With deprecation, it referred to those excessively emancipated 
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girls who "sing dissolute songs, make merry and get drunk, hop on the tables and 
benches, let themselves be pulled and dragged into all corners like harlots.?" Such 
conduct, encountered primarily in the new capital, was a result of the dramatic changes 
in the moral code. 

Little as Peter paid attention to what is now called "public relations," his decrees' 
eventual success, at least in the private sphere, largely depended on whether people 
would accept them. It is well known that Peter's reforms met fierce resistance from 
those committed to ancient customs, and one should not underestimate the psycho
logical stress, even when changes appealed to people. For instance, it took some time 
for Russian beauties to develop a taste for the assemblies and public balls, after the 
initial embarrassment at being required to participate; and the coercive introduction of 
alcohol and tobacco stirred up resentment among many. One ofPeter's earliest mea
sures to arouse controversy was the introduction ofEuropean-style clothes by a 1700 
decree, which did not simply change the dress code but strongly impacted on several 
aspects of Russian life." 

Although the particular garments varied, a woman's traditional costume was de
signed to be buttoned or hooked up to the throat, for decency required that the bosom 
be completely covered. Ornaments and necklaces adorning the upper parts of the 
clothes were believed to ward offevil spirits. A married woman ought not to uncover 
her hair even in her family's presence, as it was a sin to let anybody see it (in the 
Novgorod region the custom went so far as to shave the hair off so the husband could 
not see it).63 The language has up to today preserved the verb oprostovolosit'sia 
(literally, to uncover one's hair) meaning to behave shamefully, to make a fool of one
self. To many people, the women's clothes demanded by the 1700 decree appeared 
totally disreputable; European-style dress exposed women's breasts and shoulders, 
and the headdress did not cover the hair," In addition, many would feel concern about 
loss of protection against evil. Respectable matrons objected to exposing themselves 
and their daughters like fallen women. In 1705, after the decree was read aloud in the 
church in the town of Solikamsk in the Urals, old men, scandalized and horrified, 
began talking about the "End of the World. "65 

In Moscow, as far back as the first half of the seventeenth century, there were 
Russian courtiers who wore French and Gelman clothes, and by the end of the cen
tury a considerable number of foreigners were living in the city. Muscovites were thus 
used to seeing Western costume, but in the provinces foreign dress was completely 
unknown at that time.66In 1696, for instance, the dowry provided by one provincial 
nobleman for his daughter included clothes in traditional Russian style only." By the 
mid--eighteenth century, however, the German cut offormal garments predominated in 
noble brides' dowries, while traditional Russian clothes were worn primarily at home. 
Thus, Praskov'ia Bolotova, a colonel's daughter betrothed to a nobleman from Pskov 
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region, was given 300 rubles' worth of clothes on her wedding day in 1745, the formal 
garments being of European style. Made out of the old-fashioned Russian fabrics, 
they presented a somewhat peculiar combination of colors: "the green shlafor [gown] 
over the crimson skirt; another shlafor, crimson, the skirt is blue; the yellow half
shlafor, the skirt being green." Five corsets supplemented these fashionable dresses. 
For household needs, however, kanifasnye (traditional sort of fabric) balakhony 
(loose overalls) were in stock." 

Interestingly enough, Russian lubok (woodcuts in folk-art style) during all of the 
first halfof the century depicted "a bad wife" in German clothes and "a good wife" in 
traditional Russian ones.r'Even a late eighteenth-century lubok ridicules the mixture 
of Russian and European clothes in a noble girl's dowry. Its customary doggerel 
unflatteringly describing the bride as "comely and ruddy like an ape; ... walking in a 
German fashion while speaking Swedish.T''This example proves that aversion toward 
foreign clothing could still be found among the common people, the lubok's traditional 
audience, as late as nearly a century after Peter the Great's reforms. Among noble
women, Russian clothes were sometimes considered more appropriate for the elderly 
and the widowed as late as the mid-nineteenth century." 

Fedos'ia Nepliueva, DeeTatishcheva 

The rest of this section presents the story of a woman who lived in the first 
decades of the eighteenth century. She left no testimony of her own, but a careful 
reading of her husband Ivan Nepliuev's memoirs sheds light on a life that embodies 
many features common to other women of her class and time." 

In spi te of her high connections, Fedos 'ia Fedorovna Tatishcheva (b. before 
1698, d. 1740), niece to the Novgorod governor Tatishchev,-was not rich. Her dowry 
consisted of no more than twenty serfs. She could hardly expect to considerably 
improve her means by marrying the eighteen-year-old Ivan Nepliuev, who had only 
eighty serfs and a small village in the Novgorod uezd (district). His mother, recently 
widowed and in a hurry to settle her son's affairs, had precipitated this marriage, 
which took place in 1711. Within two years, Fedos'ia gave birth to two children and 
had to part with her husband who was called up to the tsar's service. 

Nepliuev had a rapid and distinguished career. He became one of Peter's first 
naval cadets, sailed around Europe on board one of the first Russian battleships, and 
ended up among the tsar's retinue. On his return, Fedos'iajoined him in St. Peters
burg, where he was assigned a well-paying position. However, in less than half a year 
the tsar appointed Nepliuev ambassador to Turkey. The salary of3,OOO rubles annu
ally was immense by contemporary standards, but the payments would begin only 
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upon the new diplomat's arrival in Constantinople. 
The husband's promotion to the upper levels of the ruling hierarchy produced no 

beneficial effect on his wife's circumstances. He intended to send his family back to 
the country, for they did not possess sufficient means to subsist in the capital. Admiral
General F.M. Apraksin, the young appointee's patron, called him "a fool" and re
proached him in the following words: "What art thou leaving thy wife and children 
with? There's nothing they can now do but beg around; why hast thou not asked the 
Sire to give them a salary from us according to thy rank while thou art absent?" Nepliuev 
admitted that he had "never dared and never even thought" about it, which reply met 
the reasonable remark, 'That is precisely why thou art a fool!"(112-13). In this scene 
we observe Nepliuev's ostensible unselfishness, combined with the traditional assump
tion that a nobleman, servant of the tsar and homeland, must be ready to set out on 
service at the first call, whereas his wife must remain in the country and feed on what 
ever the property yielded." 

Nepliuev's patron insisted that Fedos'ia should address her concerns directly to 
him; he even promised to provide her with some money should she find herself in any 
predicament. The young woman, once again pregnant, was nevertheless compelled to 
move to the country. Her new-born daughter died, and she subsequently lost her 
seven-year-old son. Her other son was in Turkey with his father, so her only compan
ion was her elder daughter. She only saw her husband again after six years, when the 
authorities allowed her to go to Constantinople for that particular purpose. This time 
the spouses did not part forfive years-the longest period in their life together-and 
she bore him two more children. Their next and last period together was even shorter. 
In 1740, soon after Nepliuev's return to Russia, Fedos'ia died while accompanying 
him on a business trip to Kiev. During twenty nine years of married life, she only spent 
about half that time together with him. In this respect, however, she could almost 
consider herselflucky. 

The emotional side of the marriage is never given much attention in Nepliuev's 
text. Without expressing any feelings, the narrator simply records his wife's demise 
among other facts and events. Much as this reticence fits with the laconic style and 
rather withdrawn lone of the whole memoir, one cannot help noticing that the author 
omitted no detail in his description of the abundance of bitter tears he had shed when 
parting with the tsar. As to his wife's feelings, he only once touches on the topic, in 
passing, in connection with the following episode: having contracted a contagious dis
ease in Constantinople in 1732, he locked himself up in a room and allowed nobody 
to enter. His wife, as Nepliuev impassively puts it, "from behind the door, continually 
beseeched me with tears to let her come in to see me"(11l). 

It is interesting to compare Nepliuev's attitudes toward his first and second wives. 
He is a little more emotional about his second wife, whose life turned out to be even 
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sadder than Fedosi'ia's. He married her less than a year after becoming a widower. 
Nowa highly influential official, recently promotedtoprivycouncilor, awardedseveral 
largevillages in theUkraineand not yet old (he was fortyeight), he married this time 
out of love rather than convenience. His new wife Anna, General-Lieutenant 1. 1. 
Panin'sdaughter, hadeveryreason toexpectmuch fromhermarriage. But twomonths 
after the nuptials,he suddenlyfell out of favor and lost all his property.This circum
stance dealt Anna a blow from which she never recovered. In his narration of these 
events,Nepliuev for the firsr timerevealshisfeelings: "Relyingon God's will,I imme
diately leftGlukhovandhastilycontinuedmy trip, inorder to learnas soon as possible 
aboutmy lotandconsolemy sufferingwife, who, havingso littlelivedwithme, found 
herselfembroiled through me, thoughnot bymy faultasGodknows, in sucha calami
tousand unknown state"(131).74 

He managed to prove his innocence but rescued no property. His new assign
ment led him to the Orenburg steppes and Anna accompanied him on his journey. 
Used to the comfort of a rich Moscow house, she was unable to cope with the hard
shipsof lifeinmilitary camps,farfromcivilization. Soon,accordingtoNepliuev,"sad
ness overcame my wife who passed away in the same year [1743], in the fortress of 
Orsk"(140-4l). The way he refers to the "sadness" that killed the young woman 
suggestsa deepsentiment that he had never shown his first wife. 

These two women livedand struggled long after Peter the Great's far-reaching 
reforms had been carried out, but before the real consequences of the innovations 
could penetratevery deeply into women's daily lives. In their capacity as wives to a 
manconstant!y poisedto implement the monarch'swill,Fedosi'ia and Annaremained 
totallydependent upontheirhusband's attitudes as well as his overall circumstances. 
On theotherhand,therewerein theirlivesmanifestations of thenew order: both were 
allowed, if ternporarily andeven to theirown detriment,tojoin theirhusbandwhilehe 
wasperforming his duties. Although thisdevelopment-the liftingof theseclusion of 
the terem-was in effect by the 1740s, it did not drastically change the situation of 
womenin theprovinces. Patriarchal customsremainedlargelyin placeuntil latein the 
century, onlyreluctantly yielding to thenew styleof life. 

The Character "I would like my future life companion to 
have" 

Aleksandra Bolotova, nee Kaverina, and her daughters 

The 1762edict "On the Emancipation of the Nobility" and the subsequent ad
ministrative reformsof Catherine the Great weredesigned to shape public life in the 
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provinces. The establishment of corporate bodies for local se.lf-government by the 
nobility boosted public activities and fostered the growth ofsociety, The male popu!a
tion of the provinces was increasing due to the inflow of noblemen who chose to seize 
the opportunity to resign from state service and settle down to family life in their he
reditary nests. Many of them came back from abroad after the Seven Years' War, so 
their luggage not uncommonly contained articles never before seen in the provinces; 
but more important, they had been exposed to European concepts ofhousehold prac
tices and, some of them, to Enlightenment ideas. As these were significantly different 
from traditional Russian norms, the process of fusion ofpatriarchal customs and west
ernized values gained new momentum. 

These trends are clearly shown in the memoirs of Andrei Bolotov," A nobleman 
ofmodest means, he retired from military service in 1762, returned to his estate in Tula 
Province and started looking for a wife. From people he met and from books he read 
while serving in Prussia, he had acquired some new ideas about matrimony. His con
cept of an ideal wife included not only material qualifications, but also aesthetic, ethi
cal, and even educational qualities. Without waiving the traditional requirement that the 
girl be of good character, Bolotov craved one who could share his intellectual inter
ests . Following the fashion, his quest had first started in Moscow, where he became 
acquainted with a young lady he described in the following words: "She is such a 
beauty! so intelligent! so well behaved! And best of all, so sweet and pleasant to 
me !"(2: 418).The ardent suitor was about to propose when, all of a sudden, he no
ticed in the girl an "inclination to the Moscow high life and a complete lack of such 
propensities as I would like to see in my future life companion." In addition to this, he 
learned that the dowry was not large. 

Bolotov's set of requirements had been somewhat unusual in the capitals. It was 
much more so in the provinces. He was, however, considered a good match, even 
though both his means and social standing were modest. The local matchmaker, ex
pressing common opinion, commended his respectability, good character, and educa
tion. She accepted Bolotov's terms, if slightly eccentric, and tried to meet them. Here 
is how his friend and neighbor Pisarev assessed his prospects in this field: 

In your person, we have now got ... a famous, eligible bachelor such that, as 
soon as everybody comes to know you better and rumors about your qualities 
spread everywhere, many girls will be out there not objecting to marry you, and 
their mothers and fathers will gladly marry them off to you. But not every girl is 
suitable for you, so there is no need to hurry. I do not talk about wealth, ... 
wealth is the last thing to consider, and one could find many girls with some; 
what you need, though, is a human being, not an animal, for you to live your 
life together with, and that the other side should have some of the inclinations 
and gifts you have. She ought to be, for example, a lover of sciences or, at least, 
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enjoy reading books so that you find in her a person with whom you could 
exchange a few words (2: 358).76 

The passage reveals some unusual considerations taken into account while dis
cussing this delicate subject. It should be said in all fairness that Pisarev intended his 
own sister to marry Bolotov and was doing his best to make up to him, but it is also 
important that the sister fitted the ideal, if only in her brother's eyes. As Bolotov noted 
in his memoirs (2: 445), she was, indeed, educated and read books-a case much 
less extraordinary than it had been several decades before. In the mid-eighteenth 
century it became regular practice in the provinces to teach daughters to read:" many 
women of Bolotov's acquaintance in the country were literate, and some of them 
enjoyed reading. As for young ladies' behavior, it was still somewhat different from 
that in the capitals: while the Moscow beauties displayed a readiness to socialize, their 
provincial counterparts remained traditionally shy and silent. 

Having found it difficult to fulfill all his requirements (pisarev's sister had been 
rejected because of her insufficient dowry), Bolotov decided to realize the last hope 
he had nurtured under the influence ofthe Enlightenment: he would marry a very young 
girl in order to bring her up according to his own tastes. He chose a girl of twelve, 
consented to defer the wedding for a year so that she could grow up a little, and began 
making preparations for marriage in his own way (2: 434) . He started writing his 
Detskaia Filosofiia (Children sPhilosophy)-a didactic work, imitative of Mme. 
de Beaumont's Magasin des enfants, ou Dialogues, for the purpose ofeducating his 
future wife. 

Researchers agree that a girl's education in the second half of the eighteenth 
century was intended primarily to introduce her to the basics of housekeeping and 
childcare." Bolotov's pedagogical ambition went much further, his dream being to 
impart to his wife "the essentials of metaphysics or natural theology" and, only addi
tionally, the virtues of a wife and mother. He added that he had included in his book 
"the first conversations depicting such a character of a young woman as I would like 
my future life companion to have" (2: 443). His idea of a good wife combined a set of 
traditional values with a propensity to sciences. Although not essential, knowledge of 
atomic theory and familiarity with the law of preservation of matter counted among 
definite assets. Remarkably, the tutorial, a series of a mother's conversations with her 
chiIdren, did not differentiate between information for the son and the daughter," 

Bolotov's future wife Aleksandra, nee Kaverina (1751-1834), had seen her 
suitor not more than three times before the wedding.She was not even old enough to 
be able to express her own opinion about her future groom. According to Bolotov, the 
matchmaker told him that "ever since she [Aleksandra] learned or the proposal, she 
does not even want to look at me or talk to me. No matter what you say to her, she 
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either keeps silence or weeps or, all blushing, goes away. None of her relati ves could 
get her to tell what she thinks of you" (2: 489). But this mattered little to her mother, 
who liked the suitor, nor did it to Bolotov. "Youth is no obstacle at all," he reasoned. 
"It is much less dangerous for me to marry a young and simple country girl than some 
fashionable and spoiled coquette from Moscow"(2: 444). 

The baryshnia displayed, however, the natural reactions of her youth: she was 
shy, confused, and scared. Once, during an unscheduled visit to her mother's place, 
Bolotov was given by his betrothed a reception that cooled him down a great deal. 
Almost half a century later he made a bitter confession: 

And I do not know whether it was that ... I saw her too simply dressed and by 
far less elegant than I was used to seeing her, or that my sudden visit disturbed 
all of them, her in particular; but, whatever it was, this time she appeared to me 
in every respect unlike the one I had seen before ... such that I found no 
slightest pleasantness either in her countenance or in how she behaved or 
acted... [R)efusing to return any signs of affection I showed her, she apparently 
sought to keep away from me, and I could find almost no matters for 
conversation, as she took no part in it, was taciturn, only answered, reluctantly 
as well, questions directly asked of her, and displayed no slightest affection for 
me (2:520). 

This passage describes an encounter with a child rather than an object ofcourt
ship. Bolotov was on the verge of backing off from his matrimonial plans but, on 
second thought, refrained from such a crucial action, for he felt his reputation was at 
stake. He decided to go through with the wedding. 

Soon he found that his dream to educate his young bride was unlikely to ever 
come true. He later admitted that, his good intentions notwithstanding, she had never 
developed any interest in his pursuits. A companion to share his interests, however, 
revealed herself in the person of his mother-in-law. Not much older than himself, 
Mariia Abramovna Kaverina (nee Artsybasheva) had, according to Bolotov, many 
virtues such as a love of reading, interest in science and gardening, and curiosity about 
everything new. In a passage dedicated to her, Bolotov praises her friendl y attitudes, 
describes at great length her "greatest and most sincere sympathy" with his ideas and 
undertakings, and concludes: 

that much was quite suffic ient for me, for that was the only thing I had been 
lacking as a bachelor, the only thing I had intended to attain. That was what I 
found in my mother-in-law, who arranged to live inseparably with us and be the 
complete mistress of my house until my wife came of age. And that helped me 
to leniently endure all of my wife 's conspicuous weaknesses and to feel not so 
distressed as I would have been feeling, if I had not had a person to replace 
them(2:557). 
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Bolotov married in 1764; in 1805, while revising the previously written chapter 
about this event, he added with satisfaction that his mother-in-law was still alive and 
had been his family's guardian angel for many years, which fact had provided him with 
"the reason to be happy with my marriage and to thank God" (ibid.). It is hard to 
believe that this reason for considering their marriage happy was fully shared by his 
wife Aleksandra, whose position in the family was little changed by her marriage. 
Permanently present in the house, the mother not only ruled the household but prob
ably supervised, as before, the daughter's behavior as well. Aleksandra's new status 
as the mistress of the house was but nominal, despite her new conjugal duties, includ
ing childbirth. 

Like Nepliuev's wife, Aleksandra Bolotova left no documents of her own, so 
one has to accept what little her husband deemed worthy of his progeny's attention. 
Bolotov uses a bright palette to describe how much fun his entertainment was to her 
(and her mother) after the wedding. He reports his taking them out to visit relatives 
and neighbors, reading aloud to them, inventing domestic games, organizing dances, 
and so on (2: 662 ff.). He readily notices any indication that his young bride is over
coming her total confusion and starts to look up to him. This is how he interprets the 
animation she feels at the theater and at the balls during their trip to Moscow soon 
after the wedding (2: 665) . And he continues in this vein for many pages and years, so 
as to convince the reader that he, Bolotov, did his best to make his wife happy. He 
frequently complains, however, about her character, generally sad and indifferent, and 
about her lack of interest in everything that interested him. No matter how strong an 
admiration he managed to arouse in his mother-in-law, the knowledge of feminine 
psychology was not among Bolotov's strengths, so neither in the beginning of his 
married life nor later did he come to understand his wife. But sometimes he goes 
beyond bitter complaint and sheds, perhaps unintentionally, some reflected light on 
Aleksandra's real feelings: 

Fallen on the very first day in a sincere husbandly love with her, no matter how 
I tried to cuddle up to her and much as I sought out and deployed every 
possible means that could amuse her, cheer her up and make her attachment to 
me closer, I but very little succeeded in that. She appeared to have a most 
composed character and to be altogether insensitive to all these things... . But 
most importantly, neither could [ (gain] from her any slightest reciprocal caresses 
and such affection for myself, as young wives usually show their husbands in 
public and in private. No, never in my life have I had this pleasure! (2: 554-55).80 

Aieksandra's married life must not have been very happy. Pregnant for the first 
time at fourteen, she gave birth to a son who did not live long. Childbirth at such a 
young age must have been terrible for her: the suffering lasted for three days and 
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nobody believed she would survive (2: 621). Soon pregnant again, she delivered her 
second child a year after the first. Next year, the third. Between deliveries she suffered 
from several dangerous diseases which completely undermined her health. Children's 
illnesses and deaths added bitterness to her life. In this respect, Aleksandra's life was 
hardly happier or easier than that ofFedos ' ia Nepliueva or women 's lives a century 
before. It was, however, much more comfortable and well organized, as her enlight
ened husband, to do him justice, certainly supported her and treated her fairly, rarely 
left her alone, provided for the family as best he could, and played an important part in 
raising the children. 

Ofnine children borne by Aleksandra, five survived, including four daughters
future baryshni. The eldest, Elizaveta (b . 1767, d. after 1820), grew up a sweet and 
smart child loved by everyone. At five she started learning to read and write, and did 
so well that Bolotov left a note in his diary about his high expectations based not on the 
girl's character, but on her advancement in learning (3: 106).The younger daughters, 
Anastasiia (b. 1773. d. after 1820), Ol'ga (b. 1775, d. after 1829) and Ekaterina (b. 
1778, d. after 1808), also learned to read and write at home. As distinct from the 
usual way of rearing children on a gender basis (mothers dealing with daughters, and 
fathers with sons), all the adult family members took part in educating them, the grand
mother teaching them to read and write, the mother training them in all kinds ofneedle
work, and the father instructing them in science (3: 601,4: 346). Himself an ardent 
amateur artist, he also taught them how to draw and paint. Later he bought a piano
forte and engaged a music teacher. Anastasia, a nevesta (marriageable girl) at the age 
of twelve, went to Moscow where she learned to dance "in order to give her gifts a 
better perfection" (4: 70, 87). Although nannies nursed the children when they were 
small, the family hired neither governesses for the girls nor a tutor for the boy. 

At thirteen Elizaveta was considered a polunevesta (half-nevesta). Her mother 
made preparations for her future marriage, and her father continued, in conformity to 
his Detskaia Filosofiia, "shaping her young mind and imprinting it with the necessary 
knowledge and conceptions of whatever was possible." To his discomfiture, the girl 
could not be taught languages, " for it was not appropriate for her to be at the pension 
with the boys, whereas our means did not allow us to have some Frenchwoman or a 
madame for her alone. "81 Aside from the shortage of funds. there were other reasons 
behind Bolotov's reluctance to hire a governess: he distrusted "Frenchwomen" and 
deemed them to be capable of spoiling a young girl's disposition and demeanor (3: 
919). 

Bolotov renovated his hereditary estate so that the simple but rather commodi
ous house had, along with a drawing room and a study (rarely encountered at the rnid
eighteenth century), a room for the daughters, if only one initially.Later he built another 
house with two studies (for the father and for the son), an art gallery, and a separate 
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wing with several rooms for the daughters.Fl.ike their father, the young ladies could 
nowenjoysome privacy. Their windowslookedonto a beautifulviewover theSkniga 
Rivermeanderingthrougha valley. A landscapedparkwithterraces, ponds,and shady 
alleys was locatedon its steep banks; the house had a flowerbedand a garden laidout 
in frontof it,with the vegetablegarden and all the outbuildingshidden behind. 

In 1774 the family moved to Kiiasovka and two years later to Bogoroditsk, 
where Bolotov served as managerof Catherine the Great's estates.There as well, the 
baryshni's life was filledwith thesimplejoys of livingclose to nature, learning, read
ing, listening to music,meetingwithrelativesand guests.Music,"spiritual,orchestral, 
and vocal, simultaneously and alternately," in Bolotov's words (4: 329), rang every 
day in the house;"symphoniesand concertos" were preferred,butRussianfolk songs 
were also included. The girls played the piano, their brother played the violin, and 
even their father sometimes accompanied them with one hand. In addition to that, 
musicby a traditional orchestraof serf musicians was availableat any time." One can 
feel the quiet and warm atmosphere of the Bolotov home in a letter Bolotov wrote to 
his son in 1789: "I am currently sitting in the study, Azorka [the dog] on the stove, 
Bizhutka [another dog] in thechair. .. . [Your]sisters exercise in playing pianoforte. 
Mother is in the bedroom and busy with her own things" (4: 601). 

With the book trade reaching the provinces in the 1780s,books began to pen
etrate thedaily lifeof the nobility.In 1795Bolotovwrote: "As fewlibrariesas we used 
to have in Russia,so many of themhave suddenlyemerged in all privatehouses.'?"N. 
M. Kararnzin pointed out the same phenomenon in 1802: 

We are beyond the times, both propitious and worthy of eternal memory, when 
the reading of books was the exclusive right of the select people; . . . the soft 
heart of dear beauties finds in books the sensibility and the ardent passions it 
vainly seeks in suitors; mothers read in order to better perform their sacred 
duties-and a provincial nobleman's family whiles away autumn evenings by 
reading a new novel .. . Our Homeland is not an exception ... In Russia, the 
love for reading is spreading around and people have discovered this new, 
earlier unknown, pursuit for the mind." 

Great "okhotnitsy do knig" (book lovers), the Bolotov girls inherited their love 
for reading from their father, who referred to books as "the world's first treasure" (2: 
67).He had collected an extensive library of scientific, religious, philosophical, and 
didactic works, German and French novels, Russian books, and Russian and Euro- . 
pean magazines. No works by Voltaire made their way into this library, however, in 
accordancewith Bolotov's firmconvictionthat thisauthorwas no less than a "seducer 
of young hearts.' ?"Extreme!yscrupulousinselecting books, Bolotov saw to it that his 
daughters would have access only to works of the highest moral standards, as he 
understood them. 
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Even the long and "boring" autumn months passed "happily" for the baryshni, to 
judge by the description of how the family spent its leisure hours in 1778. A circle of 
friends had formed around the Bolotovs in Bogoroditsk. They gathered almost every 
night, everybody's children coming from the pension, dance teachers and musicians 
always around, and the young ones dancing as much as they liked. When tired, both 
the children and the adults playedfanty (forfeits). The adults also played "non-ruining 
and amusing" card games. Neither drinks nor too much food were served. The com
pany had a good time together: "boisterous laughs, jeers, and friendly accord, and 
everybody's simple manners added to all this a superb pleasure and a sense ofgenuine 
enjoyment" (3: 806-08). Such pastimes appealed to the tastes of many nobles in the 
neighborhood, although there existed altematives. Two princes, P. 1. Gorchakov and 
F. F.Volkonskii, whose entertainment consisted principally of drinking and overeat
ing, insistently invited Bolotov to join in their company, but he declined to see them 
often, not being interested himself and considering this inappropriate for the female 
members of his family (2: 603-04). 

In 1777 a theater opened in Tula, and the Bolotovs frequently traveled there to 
see a play. They also attended performances and masquerades when visiting Mos
cow. The children were so interested that Bolotov decided to organize his own home 
theater in Bogoroditsk, which is now believed to be the first children's theater in Rus
sia." Staging his didactic plays and using his own children as both protagonists and 
actors, he directly expressed his pedagogical ideas, aimed at "ridiculing, on the one 
hand, the liars and boasters.the ignoramuses and young libertines, and presenting, on 
the other, examples of the well-behaved and diligent children, as well as their virtuous 
deeds" (3: 872). 

The protagonists of one of those plays, Chestokhval (1779), the landowner 
Blagonravov's son Kleon and daughter Feona, bear the names of the boy and the girl 
in DetskaiaFilosofiia. Like Elizaveta, who played her, the thirteen-year-old Feona is 
considered a nevesta and views herself as quite an adult. Her upbringing conforms 
with the old tradition, which arouses the disapproval ofChestokhval, a young dandy, 
rogue, braggart, and Gallophile: "You deem everyone to be thus sitting locked in, as 
you and your father are. No, madam! not everybody cares that little about what is 
inherent and appropriate to their noble status! Presently, the ancient customs are be
coming out-of-date and nobleness is no longer in fashion.' :" Chestokhval is about 
sixteen or seventeen years old and engaged to a Mr. Neugomonov's daughter, but his 
true target is the Blagonravovs' maid Marfutka with whom he tries to arrange a secret 
tryst; when punished for his lies and arrogance, he plans to seek revenge on his would
be bride and father-in-law: 
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And it's then that they'll come to know me-and I'll show my artfulness to the 
bride. But she is a fool, isn't she! She won't even understand. Why not marry 
her just to take away her villages and bamboozle the blockhead father-in-law 
out of his money! They say he's wallowing in it-everything will be ours. And 
then we'll cut a dash and have some fun! As to her, a man couldn't care less 
about her being so ugly and stupid! Her maid is almost as good as Marfutka, 
and it doesn't take much, after all, to pick up Marfutka too !89 

In Neschastnye siroty (Unhappy Orphans) (1780), baryshnia Serafima and 
her young brother live with their distant relative Zloserdov, who intends his son to 
marry the girl in order to appropriate the orphans' property. Once again, Serafima 
stands for the young Elizaveta Bolotova who played her on stage. The virtuous girl, "a 
true angel" in a servant's words, exemplifies allthe good qualities in thespirit of Rousseau, 
Bolotov's favorite author. Having a "humane heart combined with a sharp ... mind," 
Serafima is modest and humble, makes good as best she can, helps the poor, and finds 
consolation from her continuous misfortunes in reading useful books and being close 
to nature. Her two favorites are Khristianin v uedinenii (A Christian in Solitude) 
and one about nature's sublime beauty, that is, books treating what Bolotov regarded 
as the most useful and ultimately important sentiments to be inculcated in his daugh
ters." 

In the process of bringing up his daughters, Bolotov's conception of a virtuous 
wife had undergone some modifications. Before his marriage, Feona in his Detskaia 
Filosofiia expressed his own expectations for a humble wife: "Oh mother, so . . . if! 
ever marry, I shall not grumble at anything to my husband, no matter how he is toward 
me; but I shall constantly remember that God has thus willed."?' Twenty years after, 
Bolotov sympathizes with his fictional Serafima's reluctance to marry a rascal and a 
villain. A noble count appears in the play, marries her, and saves the humiliated or 
phans. Thus, a former seeker of humility and obedience in his own wife, Bolotov 
regards his beloved daughters from a more enlightened point of view. This attitude 
seems to conform with the then nascent "male ideal" (so attractive even now!): a 
submissive wife versus a more independent, happier daughter. 

When giving his daughters in marriage, Bolotov looked for good, modest men 
and did his best to satisfy the baryshni's feelings and preferences. This would not 
include, however, allowing some time for the young couple to get to know each other, 
for even such an enlightened father as Bolotov considered it unnecessary. The girl 
would only be asked whether or not the suitor was not protiven (repulsi ve) to her 
and, if not, the decision was up to the parents. Obviously, this kind of arrangement had 
little new to it. Somewhat novel were the criteria used to assess the prospective grooms. 
By rejecting a kartochnyi bogach (rich man who won his money at cards) who had 
proposed to Elizaveta, Bolotov proved that wealth was not his first priority. Whenever 
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a suitor appeared, both the parents and the girl would try to learn about his "mind, 
knowledge and, to a degree, his character." Anastasiia's groom revealed an "inclina
tion for Iiterature and art most of all appealing to us" and won unanimous approval (4: 
335, 1114, 1115). The Bolotovs also departed from the archaic custom in which 
parents almost completely severed ties with a married daughter---otrezannyi lomot' 
(cutaway chunk)-as soon as the husband took over from them as her ultimate mas
ter. Reciprocally, the Bolotov girls were closely attached to their parents, and the 
relationship lasted long after they left the nest. 

In Bolotov's plays about "correct" life, both the characters and the audience 
unmistakably distinguished good from evil, as honest virtue inevitably triumphed over 
disgraced vice. But reality is never so simple. After several years of his daughters' 
married life, Bolotov wrote: 

" 

As to both my married daughters, the elder one, Elizaveta , continued to live 
well with her husband and was ostensibly happy, although to no small extent 
anxious about his not altogether soft, sometimes vehement disposition, and 
even more so about his frivolity and excessive propensity to splendor, 
extravagance, and prodigality, possibly conducive to extremely grave 
consequences given their means. However, she was glad not to be pregnant 
this year. They had only one son left alive, Nikolai, who had lived with us and 
been raised by us since his birth. He was at that time our everyday doll, our 
delight, our toy and our joy.. . . My other married daughter, Nastas'ia 
[Anastas iia], was already pregnant about that time ... and lived with her 
husband more quietly and peacefully, even if not so sumptuously; her only 
concern was about their disorderly circumstances and their debt, depress ing 
even though not large (4: 1221-22).92 

The parents' hopes and the daughters' expectations only partially came true. 

The Bitter Consequences of the Enlightenment 

Anna Labzina, nee Iakovleva 

Some researchers deem the life of Anna Evdokimovna Labzina, nee Iakovleva 
(1758-1828), to be that of a martyr, others consider it worthy ofa soap opera." Her 
tragic experience demonstrates how bitter a fight the old principles sometimes waged 
against the new ways of life. Labzina's memoirs are a real treasure for this essay, for 
they present a woman's voice sounding for the first time in full strength. Composed in 
the tradition ofhagiography, the memoirs tell of a young girl's martyrdom in the 1770s, 
as seen by herself almost half a century later. Describing her arranged first maniage, 
which brought her nothing but disappoi ntment and despair, Labzina spares no black 
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colors in portraying her dissolute husband, whom she believes to have made all her life 
miserable. 

Labzina's memoirs present, on the face of it, a striking contrast to those by 
Bolotov, the authors having opposite purposes and emphases. But reading Labzina 
after Bolotov, one cannot help noticing that her text fits perfectly with many topics, 
deliberately or unintentionally passed over in silence by Bolotov. The setting is virtually 
the same and rather typical of the time-a newly started family that consists of an 
extremely young, ingenuous baryshnia and a man twice her age, far superior to her in 
life experience, education, maturity ofjudgment, and so forth. We are already familiar 
with Bolotov's wife as perceived solely by him; now we find that Labzina's voice can, 
to a degree, substitute for Aleksandra's and explain some of the reasons behind 
Aleksandra's frigidity and bewilderment. Ifcautiously interpreted, thisjuxtaposition of 
the two narrati ves provides clues to some essential aspects of life common to many of 
their female contemporaries. 

Born into a noble, patriarchal family in Ekaterinburg Province, Anna spent her 
childhood on a family estate in the country. Her mother inculcated in her a deep religi
osity, obedience, and respect for her elders. Referring to her childhood, Labzina wrote: 
"Speaking ofmyself, I can say that my own will never mattered: even my desires were 
only those pleasing my dear and respected mother" (9). Her mother, in tum, treated 
Anna in a traditionally rigorous manner: the daughter's good demeanor was never 
encouraged beyond a blessing and permission to kiss her mother's hand." 

The entire rhythm of the girl's life prepared her for marriage. In summertime the 
nanny used to wake her up before dawn. She bathed in the river and then prayed on 
her knees, her face turned to the rising sun. Back home, she was served hot milk and 
brown bread, tea being considered an inappropriate luxury. In her leisure hours, she 
walked and played alone in the woods. Many acquaintances reproached her mother 
for bringing her up in too stringent a manner, the mother's answer being, "I do not 
know what her circumstances will be; she might find herself poor or marry someone 
with whom she would be compelled to travel: so she shall never bore her husband and 
know what a fancy is, but shall be happy with everything and endure everything: frost 
and squalor, and will never even catch acold. And if she is rich, she will easily become 
accustomed to the good" (6). 

There is a remarkable similarity between this traditional view about rearing a girl 
and the then fashionable system deri ved from Rousseau. This paradox was, however, 
soon to be overcome so that "ultranatural" education would become old-fashioned 
and even "base." For example, Mariia Kamenskaia (1817-1898), the painterF. P. 
Tolstoi 's daughter, recalled that as a girl she used to spend most of [he day in the fresh 
air, liked to run, readily worked in the garden, and rarely ate anything but brown 
bread. This upbringing, named by Kamenskaia both "ultranatural" and "in the Russian 
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manner," "scandalized" the local populace who expressed their indignation in the fol
lowing words: 'This is unheard-of! What a mongrel she looks like, and this is a count's 
daughter! What a shame, real shame!"95 

Anna Labzina's education did not go beyond the patriarchal tradition. Under her 
mother's guidance, she knew how to read and write at the age of seven, at which point 
the studies stopped. After that her mother would only teach her needlework and 
"educate her heart," mostly by example. They spent much time visiting the poor and 
needy, as well as the inmates of the local prison. They fed the hungry, distributed 
clothes and medicine, dressed wounds, and consoled the dying with prayer and reli
gious conversation. 

Suffering from a fatal disease, the mother hurried to arrange Anna's marriage to 
Aleksandr Karamyshev (1744-1791), a close friend's son. It never even occurred to 
the mother to ask the thirteen-year-old girl's consent, but she gave her the following 
instructions quite in the spirit ofBolotov's Detskaia Filosofiia: "Love your husband 
with a pure and fervent love, be obedient to him in everything: not to him shall you 
submit but to God,-it is God who will have given him to you and appointed him 
master over you. Even though he behaves badly toward you, you shall endure every
thing patiently and make up to him, and never complain to anyone" (21). Anna was 
ready for obedience and even sought to be guided. Missing her dead mother, she 
developed a strong attachment to her mother-in-law and relied on her advice. Her 
dream was to find in marriage the same love and security she had experienced in her 
own family, but she knew nothing about married life, its intimate side in particular. On 
finding soon after the wedding that her husband's niece slept in his bed, she was not 
even able to grasp the real reason behind this circumstance. Soon disappointed in her 
husband, she complained, without any reference to his sexual misdemeanor, about his 
lack of parental love for her: "They told me my husband would Jove me not less than 
my mother had" (25). 

A wife-child brought up among traditional values and beliefs, she was incapable 
of understanding her adult husband with his new-fashioned views on both life in gen
eral and marriage in particular. Never allowed to read a novel or see a play, always 
isolated from her peers, she knew no feelings but love for her parents. Once in St. 
Petersburg, she became interested in a young relative of her husband's but never 
realized the nature of her feelings. Her host, the writer M. M. Kheraskov, who cared 
for her with almost paternal sympathy, understood from her remarks what was going 
on and did his best to prevent a romance from developing. Innocent and obedient, 
Anna easily and even gladly followed her mentor's advice (53-56). In her devout
ness, she regarded even her husband's overt unfaithfulness as no more than a trans
gression of the vows he had made to God. The following is her description of one of 
their painful scenes: 
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Finally, he was compelled, through some commissions from his superiors, to 
spend more time at home; but he looked constantly bored. However frequently 
I asked him why I could not sweeten his life and whether he liked it better with 
strangers, he only answered: "Is it that you really think I can substitute for you 
those whores you are talking about? You are always my wife and friend, while 
those are for pastime and pleasure." ".. . but this turns out to be carnality and 
sin against God and breach of vows you made to me on the holy script! Beware, 
my friend, of God'sjustice lest it punish you!" He laughed and said : "You are 
so sweet when you resort to philosophizing! I assure you that you apply the 
name of sin to what is nothing more than natural delight, so I am not subject to 
any responsibility" (77_78).96 

Here we see a striking tangle ofattitudes at opposite poles. Anna felt truly humili 
ated and unhappy. Her husband was rude and unkind to her, spending little time at 
home, making no secret of his love affairs, and losing at cards the money she had 
brought to him as her dowry. These are some of the accusations Labzina made later 
against her husband in her memoirs, unburdening herself of her poignant memories. 
Narrated with bitter sincerity, her story depicts a lonely and desperate young woman 
who must have suffered deeply and genuinely. There likely was, however, another side 
to this very personal picture. The young wife had no notion ofher husband's scientific 
and public activities and pursuits, nor did the mature memoirist reveal any interest in 
her late husband's personality. 

As to Karamyshev, objectionable as his behavior looks, it could be viewed from 
a slightly different angle. In the second halfof the eighteenth century Russian society 
still did not strictly connect sexual relations to marriage. More than once foreigners 
expressed surprise at the Russian empresses' overtly amorous adventures, which had 
the effect of legitimizing extramarital affairs." According to a contemporary, "at that 
time it would even appear ludicrous that one lived happily with his wife and remained 
faithful to her. "98 Before 1762, the majority of noblemen were separated from their 
families, often for years, and many ofthem developed a sort of self-indulgent permis
siveness which contributed to society's liberal attitudes toward sexual promiscuity. 
Women in noble families were much less exposed to such situations and ideas, as they 
seldom traveled and never read much beyond what was approved by their parents or 
husbands. The fact that wives would put up with their husbands' sexual escapades 
illustrates the inferiority oftheir position in the patriarchal family rather than the emer~ 
gence of any new trends in public consciousness. 

On the one hand, society did not really disapprove of well-to-do men's promis
cuous intercourse with serf girls.Both Anna Labzina's mother and mother-in-law turned 
a blind eye to Karamyshev's adventures; he himself must have considered sexual 
misdemeanors as quite forgivable. On the other hand, marital relations rarely provided 
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any delight, either emotional or sexual; moreover, religion regarded sexual enjoyment 
as sinful," Marriage without knowing each other beforehand, often based on material 
considerations, did not presume any mutual affection. Associated with God, love in 
marriage was not connected with sex. Thus, the fact that Karamyshev drew the line 
between sensual pleasures and matrimonial duties was by no means new, but his argu
mentswere. 

Naslazhdenie natural'noe (natural delight), mentioned by Labzina's husband, 
connotes Rousseau's idea of natural joys. In his own way, Karamyshev respected his 
wife's freedom of choice and even suggested, in conformity with the ideals of the 
Enlightenment, that she find herself a lover in order to learn about the joys of life. 
Moreover, feeling himself responsible for his innocent wife's education, he offered his 
assistance in her selection of a worthy candidate for this purpose. Scholars have noted 
that ethical experiments like this , when carried out in real life, frequently came to mere 
licentiousness.100And yet, let us compare Karamyshev's ambiguous conduct, viewed 
by his wife as depravity, with that of the highly righteous Bolotov,'?' 

Bolotov, deeply religious and in all ways worthy ofLabzina's approval, married 
and immediately made his child bride his defacto wife. In less than two years she 
delivered her first child and gave birth almost every year thereafter. At the age of 
twenty two she was suffering from an acute uterine disorder and remained a martyr to 
it for the rest of her Iife. Undoubtedly, early sexual activity and childbirth-the groom 
himself called her sushchii rebenok (mere child) at the time of the proposal-had 
contributed to this suffering. Bolotov expressed compassion for his wife but, quite in 
the spirit of his time, never stopped performing his conjugal duties. 

Karamyshev, ostensibly opposite to Bolotov with respect to his morals, also 
married a thirteen-year-old girl because of her dowry and to fulfill his late guardian 's 
(her father's) will. He did not exhibit model behavior, but at least he showed consider
ation for her young age. Both our heroes attempt to raise their ingenuous wives to their 
own level. However, while one starts to zealously instruct the girl in sciences and 
simultaneously has sex with her; the other spares his wife's innocence by making her 
only watch him have a good time with the maid (presumably, to teach her a lesson in an 
area of which she was completely ignorant). The distinction between vice and virtue 
becomes less clear and definite in the light of this comparison. Moreover, both these 
types of behavior comply with the moral norms of the epoch, however wide of the 
standard they might appear. 

The villainies Labzina blamed on her husband pale even more if one considers 
that their twenty-year marriage remained childless. However hostile toward 
Karamyshev, her narrative makes it clear that he was deeply upset and considered 
himself responsible.This explains his insistent recommendations that Anna take a lover, 
so that he could adopt and raise her child whose origin he would keep secret (94). In 
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this respect, his views look much more liberal than those Bolotov expressed in 1822: 
"Many people are born without the rite of matrimony established by God or from 
fallen women who illegitimately conceive children, and . .. on such occasions, God 
should by no decent means foster the creation of new creatures."102 This statement 
would have better befitted the man who stated in the middle of the previous century 
that "it is better for children born out of marriage to be in the Moskva River.?'?' 

Concluding this comparison, we cannot help surmising that, had Karamyshev 
undertaken to describe his life, his autobiography might have resembled Bolotov's 
memoirs. The settings of their lives were similar: a modest provincial nobleman, 
Karamyshev also rejected a military career and devoted himselfto science and intel
lectual activities. A prominent mineralogist and engineer, he also had a sense ofcivic 
and professional duty, read the same books, and was exposed to the same ideas as 
Bolotov. Although not an exemplary husband, he showed some repentance for his 
misdeeds, as Labzina herself admits. Obviously, there were differences between the 
two men-in disposition, temperament, and behavior-but it is highly doubtful that 
Karamyshev ever perceived his own self-indulgence as vice. 

In tum, had Aleksandra Bolotova chosen to write her memoirs, she could prob
ably have told us no less bitter stories about the early years of her marriage than 
Labzina did. Her life with an intelligent and self-righteous husband may have turned 
out to be neither easier nor more pleasant. With his meticulous attention to every 
detail, sometimes irrelevant to his own narration, Bolotov portrays a sickly woman, 
seldom smiling, bored with her husband's activities, and yet indulgent, silent, and obe
dient. Equally silent when a young wife, Labzina spoke out much later, after she gained 
in her second marriage an experience dissimilar from her first one. Three years after 
Karamyshev's death Anna married Aleksandr Labzin (1766-1825), then junior gov
ernment official , who later became a prominent Freemason and founder of a Masonic 
lodge and a mystical journal. Sharing his interests, Anna enthusiastically helped him in 
all his endeavors and was, apparently, happy in this marriage of thirty years. Bolotova's 
life turned out differently: she spent seven decades by her husband's side, saw little 
beyond country life (of which she enjoyed all the comforts), outli ved most of her 
children, and died peacefully amidst her family. "Habit is given to us from above, it is a 
substitute for happiness"-this Pushkin (afterChateaubriand) maxim perfectly fits her 
life. 

It is important to note that neither woman displayed unwillingness to surrender to 
the husband's will. On the contrary, in strict conformity with their patriarchal upbring
ing, both girls-still children when given in marriage-expected nothing from their 
husbands but some guidance and care. And yet, all the differences between Karamyshev 
and Bolotov notwithstanding, the beginnings offamily life must have appeared rather 
sad to both of these baryshni. No spiritual, emotional, or cultural bonds between 
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them and their husbands; no knowledge or experience to bridge the gap; total igno
rance about sex-these factors, to name a few, were sufficient toruin their prospects 
of happy marriage.No matter what subsequently befell them, Anna Labzina's bitter 
moanfromthedepthsof hersoulcould probablyhaveproduced anechoin Aleksandra 
Bolotova's heart, as well as in the hearts of many of theirfemalecontemporaries. 

A True Realm of Women 

The Bunin daughters 

The moraleasethatcharacterized the latereighteenth centuryis ampIy illustrated 
by the situation in the prominent Bunin family.104Afanasii Bunin (1727-1791), the 
voevoda (military administrator) ofBelevinTulaProvince, a richand influential noble
man, a friend of the Orlovs, was the most important person in the district. His four 
legitimate daughtersgrewup togetherwith hisillegitimate son Vassily Zhukovsky, the 
future poet.The familywas a true zhenskoe tsarstvo (women's realm), the daughters 
largelydetermining itsatmosphere.The younggirls tookfor granted that their father 
livedin a separatewingof thehousewithhisconcubine Sal'kha, a captiveTurkwoman 
whowasZhukovsky's mother. Eventheirownmother, Bunin's wifeMar'ia Origor,evna 
(?-1811), a woman without prejudices, according to those who knew her, regarded 
the situationas tolerable. lOS 

The daughtersinheritedtheirparents' tolerance: threeof themwould raise natu
ral children in their families.106Not only did the daughters grow up in an adulterous 
situation, but theirownextramarital relationships, whentheywereconsideredlikelyto 
provide social benefitsor material advantages, met with support from their parents. 
Natal'iaBunina(1756-1785) waswidelyknownasthemistress ofM.N.Krechetnikov, 
namestnik (governor) ofTula and Kaluga. Provincial society did not object to it, in 
contrastto thevirtuous moralist Bolotov, whothusdescribed hisencounterwithNatal'ia 
Buninaat Krechetnikov's: 

I saw quite enough of this lady, who played a significant part at that time, and 
I could not marvel enough at her husband, who felt no scruples at his being but 
nominally the husband and sacrificing his wife to the pleasure of this grandee. 
But it was not so much he who amazed me but this lady's father. He was a Mr. 
Bunin and served at that time as gorodnichii [town governor] in Belev where 
the namestnik had met this family . There were rumors that both the father 
himself and the mother of this lady, then unmarried, had contributed to this 
kind of relationship between their daughter and the namestnik, with the only 
purpose to enjoy his favors . And in order for him to have her constantly within 
close distance, she had promptly been married off to a young man, from the 
Vel'iaminov family, whom the namestnik promoted according to the occasion 
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and who too played, as his counselor, a significant part at the time (3:1185
86).107 

This was not an uncommonoccurrencein eighteenth-century provincialRussia: 
the roleof mistressconferredhigh socialstatus upona lady, sincethe public tendedto 
credit her with some influenceover her lover. The lady's husband-there usuallyex
isted one--could also attain some power and glory in her shadow. On another occa
sion,Bolotovdescribedthecolonelof his regimentasopenlyhavingan affairwith the 
wifeof hisassistant, whilethe latterremained"the mainspring of theentire regiment's 
administration" and stood high in his fellow officers' esteem (1: 274). Such special 
circumstances could indeedtum a woman intoa provisionally powerful figure, butjust 
this very fact clearly reveals the ambiguity of her position and her complete depen
dence on the man by her side.This kind of social achievementhadnothing to do with 
any improvementsin women's socialstandingingeneral. 

Bunin's other daughter, Varvara (1768-1797), married Col. P. N. Iushkov 
(1753?-1805), a refined and well-readman, pianist,andownerof a large and meticu
louslyselected library. 108They settled in provincialTula whereshe became a woman 
of the world. Well-educated, beautiful, a talented musician and artist, Varvarasoon 
turnedherhome into whatBolotovcalled"the bestandmostpleasantin allofTula" (4: 
1179),anobjectof pilgrimagefor the localelite.Zhukovsky, wholivedin thishouseas 
a child, later recalled that "[s]he had something poetic in her. . . .Many undeveloped 
talents lurked in her. This amazed me then, uneducated as I was. I remember even 
nowthewaysheusedtotellstories."J09Provincial intellectuals gathered in theIushkovs' 
house for musical soirees and literaryreadings,Kararnzin and Dmitriev being the fa
voriteauthors. Bolotov,who knew the family intimately, referredto the hostess as "a 
youngand very intelligentnoblelady,curiousand sweet"and "thisnoble ladydeserv
ing respect and love" (4: 1106, 1165). He also recalled a soiree in 1794: 

I called on Mr. Iushkov and found at his place such a concert as I had never 
before had an opportunity to attend. So I spent the entire evening and had 
supper there, and I can say that that day was one of the most pleasant in my life 
(4: 1150). 

The Iushkovs had four daughtersof theirown; in addition,five more girls, their 
poorrelatives, Iivedin thefamily. The parentsconsidered ittheirduty toprovideall the 
girls with a good education. Since 1786, there had been a narodnaia shkola (public 
school for the people) in Tula; severalpensions and homeschools for noble children 
had also recentlyopened.I 10Girls were allowed toenroll in thenarodnaia shkola, but 
noble families preferred to send them to private boarding schools or use tutors.The 
school that theIushkovs organizedin theirown housewasattended by sixteen female 
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and male students, including Zhukovsky. F. G. Pokrovskii, doctor of philosophy, in
structor at the narodnaia shkola, historian, and author, taught Russian, arithmetic, 
history, and geography, while a governess taught French and German, A children's 
theater staged plays, including Zhukovsky's first ventures, and children's parties were 
given at the Iushkovs ' twice a month. Since Varvara Iushkova took an active part in 
the management of the theater in Tula, the girls had permanent access to the perfor
mances.'!' The habit of theater-going-"the usual time for theater " in a 
contemporary's words-was winning its place among provincial pastimes. 112 

Such an environment proved beneficial for the baryshni's progress. The educa
tion and upbringing the Iushkov girls received would allow them to join the most select 
intellectual circles. P. Bartenev, who later knew one of them, Avdot'ia, wrote that she 
had grown up in a family that "lived in perfect prosperity, even somewhat to excess, 
which imparted a happy steadiness to their circumstances and gave scope to all kinds 
ofgrowth.t''Pln reality, the family's financial situation left much to be desired: two of 
their villages in Belev district had to be mortgaged in 1796, and the following year the 
authorities temporarily seized the property for nonpayment.l'<The parents did their 
best to insulate the girls from those mundane concerns. 

In 1797 Varvara died of tuberculosis at the age of twenty nine. Iushkov moved 
with his four daughters tohis mother-in-law's estate ofMishenskoe.Three daughters 
ofthe deceased Natal' ia Vel'iaminova (former governor's mistress) already lived there. 
Soon the youngest ofBunin's daughters, Ekaterina Protasova (1770-1848), recently 
widowed, also came to live there with her daughters Mariia (Zhukovsky's passion for 
many years to come) and Aleksandra (prototype for the heroine ofhis ballad "Svetlana"). 
Nine baryshni gathered in the house under the grandmother's unquestioned authority. 
Iushkov was managing the property; another male figure in the zhenskoe tsarstvo 
was the young Zhukovsky, everybody's favorite, whom all the females indulged in 
everything. 

The girls grew up in an atmosphere of freedom and romanticism. Zhukovsky's 
Turkish origins, along with their numerous French governesses' stories about the hor
rors of revolution, excited their imagination. The family spent the major part ofthe year 
in the country, moving sometimes to Moscow in winter. All of the baryshni passion
ately loved the Mishenskoe estate which contributed so much to the shaping of 
Zhukovsky's talent. The balconies of the large mansion gave onto a broad vista of the 
ancient town ofBelev, its majestic monasteries standing on a high hill at the confluence 
of the rivers Oka and Vyra; a spacious park with ponds and hothouses, as well as a 
large garden , completed the landscape. 

Zhukovsky, the only young man in the family, had to be formally educated, so he 
soon left the nest for the Moscow University Pension. The girls stayed in the country, 
moving from one estate to another, together or separately. A collective letter, started 
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by Anna Iushkova and continued by her sisters and grandmother, describes to their 
beloved Vassily some aspects of the life on the estate: 

The very day of your departure we moved into a wing where everything is in 
good order. You would yourself tell us the same if you could see us in our new 
place. Grandmother's chamber, that is, her bedroom, is in a small [room] at the 
corner, your mother is in another small [room], and all three of us sleep in the 
[room] where you used to work ; there is my sofa in our living room between 
two windows which look out at the flower bed, the pianoforte [stands] at the 
wall without windows, there are seven chairs, two bureaus, two mirrors, and 
three pictures. This looks much like a furn iture shop, but everything is in place. 
We serve ourselves tea, taking turns every week, work and read, go to see our 
aunt twice a week-and that is it! Lord help us celebrate your birthday 
together.!" 

Probably a shortage of funds made the famil y move from the large mansion to the 
less commodious wing. Notably, the arrangement of rooms looks quite traditional: 
while the elder women have their pri vate bedrooms, the girls share one. Pri vacy for 
the girls was not deemed necessary, but none of them expressed any discomfort about 
it. Pleasant if modest, the interior of the house imparted some warmth to the atmo
sphere in the family. 

One of the girls later portrayed her grandmother as "a woman of rare education, 
for she used to read everything printed in Russian, but she knew no other language. 
She was extraordinarily intelligent, and in nobody else did I ever meet such kindness, 
benevolence and patience.t'l'<While speaking no foreign languages herself, the grand
mother considered this kind ofknowledge indispensable for the young ones and spared 
no expense on governesses. The issue of the French language in a baryshnia's educa
tion is worthy ofsome special attention. 

It is generally known that after the penetration ofFrench literature into Russia in 
the 1760s and 1770s, French came into vogue among the Russian nobility, and a good 
command ofFrench became a feature commonly ascribed to them. Widespread among 
some semiliterate nobles, gallomania-the superficial knowledge and blind imitation 
of everything French-became the subject of well-known satires by N . I. Novikov 
and D. I. Fonvizin. It is important to note, however, that this phenomenon exerted 
some influence on concepts of daily life and the issues concerning marriage. The fol
lowing dialogue between two characters in Fonviziri's The Brigadier puts forward the 
play's basic theme: 

The Counselor's Wife: Ah, our daughter's luck is so great. She is going to 
marry one who has been to Paris . . . . Tknow quite well enough what it means 
to live with a husband who never went to Paris . 
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The Son : Madame, I thank you for your courtesy. To be honest, I'd like myself 
to have such a wife as not to speak with her in any language other than French. 
Our life would flow much more happily! (Act l, scene l) 

Several decades later, in Gogol's Marriage, two suitors speaking no French 
themselves agree that the would-be bride ought to speak it, or "otherwise everything 
must be wrong with her" (act 1, scene 21). These and many other examples demon
strate that the knowledge of French became and long remained, in the public eye, 
indicative ofa girl's refinement and education-factors of increasing significance among 
other matrimonial considerations. 

Describing the Bunin family as one "where the knowledge ofexemplary French 
philology was so strong and where French emigres taught," Bartenev would thereby 
explain its members' astonishing language proficiency, even in an almost completely 
French-speaking milieu. I I? In addition to French, the Bunin baryshni thoroughly stud
ied several other foreign languages, history, geography, and literature, both Russian 
and European. The following 1806 letter by the thirteen-year-old Mariia Protasova to 
her cousin Avdot' ia Kireevskaia presents the usual curriculum of their classes: 

On my own I read Les contes moraux de Miss Edgewort [sic], with mother 
Roman history every other time, with Masha [her aunt] Adele et Theodore [by 
Mme de Genlis], with Sasha [her sister Aleksandra] Goldschmidt's GreekHistory. 
In Russian with mother-Anakharsis [by 1. J. Barthelemy], with Natal'Ia 
Andreevna [Azbukina, her half-sister] the Bible.... In German my reading of 
poor [William] Coxe still drags on. And I write: geography. poetry in French. 
Roman history in Russian, and various anecdotes in Italian (iv). 

When Zhukovsky came back from Moscow in 1805,he immersed himself once 
again in the wonderful world of the baryshni and their innocent pastimes. Endless 
literary games, musical evenings, and theatrical performances alternated with horse
back riding and picnics. With Zhukovsky's assistance, the girls composed and "pub
lished" handwritten, humorous magazines filled with poems, jokes, and descriptions of 
celebrations and performances. Albums and diaries were in great favor as well. So
cializing with noble neighbors was also essential to their lifestyle and played an impor
tant part in their everyday activities. 

In a letter to Zhukovsky around 1813-1814, one of the young women of the 
family, the already widowed Avdot'ia Kireevskaia, thus described their life: "We live, 
as before, within four walls: going from Mishenskoe to Dolbino, from Dolbino to 
Mishenskoe, from Mishenskoe to Ignat'evo, from Ignat'evo to Mishenskoe, from 
Dolbino to VoJod'kovo, from Volod'kovo to Dolbino, from Dolbino to Chern', from 
Chern' to our place, and all those extravagances; so the legs that yet carry us are the 
very same that did in your presence."!" Here Avdot'ia refers to her own country 
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estate, Dolbino, and the neighboring estates of their relatives and friends: Ignat'ievo 
belonged to the Iushkovs; Volod' kovo to the future Decembrist A. I. Cherkasov; 
Chern' to the writer and composer A. A. Pleshcheev. Also, they often visited the 
historian K. D. Kavelin's Ivanovo and some other neighbors. 

The Bunin ladies and girls especially enjoyed visiting Chern'. Rich, gregarious, 
and hospitable, the landowner Aleksei Pleshcheev (1772-1862) wrote poetryin Russian 
and French, comedies, operas, and romances.F'His beautiful, joyful, and talented 
wife Anna was everyone's favorite. A multitude of musicians, artists, magicians, and 
stagehands helped to arrange all kinds of amusements. Every night there was lively 
society, music, performances, dances, or games. One of the frequently played games, 
secretaire, consisted of answering questions picked at random and required much 
knowledge and wit. 120 

It is impossible to trace in this essay the lives of all the baryshni who took part in 
this whirl ofsocial and family engagements. Their common starting point was the vil
lage ofMishenskoe in the 1800s, but their destinies were as diverse as life itself. I will 
present just four of the brightest of those destinies: the two sisters Protasov and the 
two sisters Iushkov. These four lives seem to span a broad spectrum of possibilities 
open in the beginning of the nineteenth century to young girls who were relatively well 
off, beautiful, and well educated. 

Mariia Moier, nee Protasova 

The characters of Mariia Protasova (1793-1823) and her sister Aleksandra 
(1795-1829) took shape under the strong influence ofZhukovsky, who played an 
important part in the zhenskoe tsarstvo of the Buriin family. A participant in all the 
joys and sorrows, he also linked this small world with the great world of professional 
literature and art. He gave direction to the girls' education and personally supervised 
that of the two sisters Protasov, whom he distinguished among all his nieces. The 
relations among these three people constitute a special page in Russian cultural history. 

Soon after returning from Moscow in 1805, Zhukovsky offered his services as a 
teacher for Mariia and Aleksandra and drew up a detailed program of the course. 
Ekaterina Protasova, their mother and his half-sister, accepted the offer and invited 
him to stay with them, first at her house in Belev and then, from 1810, at her newly 
built estate, Muratovo, in Orel Province, not far from Mishenskoe. While the Protasovs 
and Zhukovsky remained welcome guests in Mishenskoe at all times, other women 
and girls of the family often came to stay at Muratovo. To all of irs inhabitants, Muratovo 
became symbolic of happiness. In a 1811 poem Zhukovsky wrote: 
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Quickly, quickly I must go
 
To the village of Muratovo.
 
Happiness has established there
 
A colony of joy;
 
Days flow faster there
 
In between business and idleness.'!'
 

Zhukovsky planned his course for several years of study, during which the stu
dents would eventually acquire thorough knowledge of foreign languages, literature, 
poetry, history, geography, natural sciences, rhetoric, logic, philosophy, theology, eth
ics and aesthetics, pedagogy, and painting.122The ordinary contemporary ideas about 
women's education aimed at improving their ability to properly supervise a household 
and raise children. In contrast, both Zhukovsky's theoretical system and his practice 
endeavored to develop a girl's mind and soul, so that she could be useful to society. In 
his lessons and, later, in his letters to the sisters and their cousins, Zhukovsky ex
panded on the metaphorical idea of a human being serving others by lighting lamps to 
illumine the darkness of life. The destiny of a person is to be such a light for others 
(36) .Intertwined with religious postulates, the ideals of lofty civic service became 
integrated into Zhukovsky's model of personal happiness. "We are in this world not 
for what the simple, rude, sensual people call happiness but for humility only," he 
wrote. And in another letter, "I have long ago given another name to happiness: I call 
it duty" (119,45).Later, serving as tutor to the heir of the Russian throne, Zhukovsky 
would expound his main pedagogical idea in the concise formula: "All predestination 
and dignity [are contained] in two words: God, dUty."1 23 

Although "predestination and dignity" suggest no division along gender lines, 
men and women achieve them, according to Zhukovsky, in different ways: while a 
man 's main concern should be his service, a woman's role consists in teaching her 
children and caring for the needy. This social role rejects neither the hagiographic 
tradition (compare to Labzina's upbringing) nor contemporary didactics, but the duty 
to serve society being proclaimed as the goal of a woman's life placed her, in the 
public eye, level with a man. Zhukovsky's ideas expressed society's new attitude that 
raising up future citizens for the Fatherland was no longer a completely private matter. 

The first word in the formula "God, duty" was not just a figure of speech or a 
tribute to established tradition. Profoundly and sincerely religious, Zhukovsky inter
spersed his lessons with references to the transience of human life, to the vanity of 
pleasures and joys, and to God as the eventual redeemer of all earthly efforts. Both 
sisters' albums, diaries, and letters are full ofnotes that reflect these ideas. Right in the 
middle of her studies with Zhukovsky, fifteen-year-old Aleksandra writes in her al
bum: "To die is the only hope that unhappy mankind still has ."l24Ten years later, a 
twenty seven-year-old Mariia, married and anxious about her first childbirth, refers to 
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death as a relief in an 1820 letter to her cousin: "[H]ow I will love you then and how 
we wiIllove each other. All night long, I was thinking about you and wishing-to you 
and to myself--death!" (243). Earlier, in an 1815 letter to the same cousin, not only 
Mariia's thoughts but the very language are redolent ofZhukovsky's lessons: ''Thus, . 
my friend, one can and has to tum one's life into something significant, without happi
ness, without excitement, but simply filled with duty. This life must be important, it shall 
lead to the eternal one! Then what to fear? what to complain of, what to worry about? 
Happy is one who is ready for anything and expects everything from God" (144). 

Unlike most of his predecessors, including Bolotov, Zhukovsky not only ad
vanced a didactic theory, but also successfully put it in practice. His ideas received 
universal and even official recognition; the emperor himselfchose him as tutor to his 
children, first the grand duchesses and then the heir. Zhukovsky's first female students, 
the two Protasov baryshni, became the embodiment of his ideas. Literally shaped by 
him as a teacher, the personalities of both sisters ranked among the most sublime 
creations of his endeavors, an Enlightenment dream come true. Yet the ideal setting 
turned out to be a predicament for the creator himself. He noted in his diary as early as 
July, 1805: "What is happening to me? Grief, anxiety in my soul, some unknown 
feeling, some vague desire! Is it possible to fall in love with a child? But in my soul, 
there is a change toward her! For three days I feel sad and despondent. Why? Be
cause she left!"125 

Zhukovsky's niece Mariia, the object of his "unknown feeling," was to become 
his Galatea. She was only twelve, when their sad love story began. He soon recog
nized his passion and, silent about his love, stayed for years beside her, imparting to 
her the best of his creativity, shaping her according to the most elevated ideas of his 
time, and cherishing the illusory belief that some day he might reap where he had sown: 
"I would be happy with her, certainly! She is clever, sensitive, she would learn the 
value of happy maniage and would not seek the diversions of the beau monde life. 
Butcan it be possible? .. Can K. A. [Katerina Afanas'evna, Mariia's mother] really 
sacrifice both my and even her daughter's happiness for the false reasons and contro
versies of her pride, for she [Mariia] would indeed be happy with me." 126 

Zhukovsky's fondest hope never materialized. He closely guarded his secret, but 
eventually his love became known to Mariia's mother, who put an end to her daughter's 
studies with him. She was absolutely furious and held firm to her conviction that the 
blood relationship between the couple was too close to allow them to marry. Zhukovsky 
would not give up and kept proposing. In 1814, after several attempts, the question of 
maniage became completely closed. Ekaterina Protasova was adamant. Here is a 
sample of her reasoning to convince her many relatives of the propriety of her deci
sion: 
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As to Masha [Mariia], I assure you that not only is she not, even now, in love 
but also unhappy to find in love with her a man she is used, since early 
childhood. to loving; and, were she confident that he was willing to overcome 
himself, care for his own health and work as usual, she would long have calmed 
herselfand would by no means ever wish for this marriage, having learned that 
the church forbids it. I very much regret that you did not speak with her in my 
presence; you would have seen her love for me, and her genuine and reasonable 
attitude, not altogether clouded by passion (291). 

The mother's judgment must have been premature, as she would tell the same 
person two years later that "Masha has completely changed since her [recent] deci
sion to overcome herself, and she sees her happiness in carrying out the duties that 
religion prescribes to us" (298-99). 

The effects of this long-lasting and unrequited love on Zhukovsky's life and po
etry are well known, and we leave them out of the context of this study!" However, 
Mariia's image as seen by the poet in love, as well as her response to his feelings, have 
a direct bearing on the norms and social values of the time, and it is this side of the 
famous love story that we consider here. From among the qualities that Zhukovsky 
believed, according to his above-cited diary, to have aroused his passion, Mariia's 
intelligence comes first and her sensibility follows. The ideal of an intelligent and sensi
tive wife, successfully promoted by sentimental literature of the lateeighteenth century, 
became widely accepted by provincial society at the tum of the century. Notably, after 
having Iived in the capitals and mingled in high society, Zhukovsky expressed a wish 
that his chosen one "not seek the diversions of the beau monde life"-a requirement 
enunciated by Bolotov half a century before in strikingly similar terms. To noblemen 
raised in the provinces, a baryshnia's propensity to avoid the attractions of the beau 
monde remained among the virtues befitting a future wife. 

Raised in the spirit ofRousseau-an upbringing easily reconcilable, as men
tioned before, with Russian tradition-both Mariia and Aleksandra deeply loved their 
mother and retained, throughout their lives, an unshakable faith in her. At fifteen 
Aleksandra wrote in her album: "Our mother inspired respect by her firmness, her 
virtues, and the tone of reason that she maintained in all her conduct. Our confidence 
in her was based on the conviction, which she had instilled in us, that she never did, 
and never requested that we do, anything for any purpose except our happiness.t''f 

In the same vein, but a decade later, a twenty seven-year-old Mariia writes to 
her cousin: "Duniasha, I have many, many things to tell you. The first and the most 
difficult: my mamen'ka [mother] has left us for Petersburg. Can you imagine how 
hard and sad it was for me to part with her! I feel so much of an orphan that my heart 
can never relax" (255). 

Both sisters' albums and letters are full of such passages, which suggest the old 
tradition ofobedient reverence for elders and recall the lines devoted by Anna Labzina 
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to her mother. Yet the new times brought along new expressions: half a century before, 
hardly any daughter would have addressed her mother as "Moi bestsennyi drug 
mamen'ka! Golubushkamoias [My invaluable friend mother! My sweet!]" (274) as 
Mariia did in 1822. Nevertheless, this sincere love and profound daughterly respect 
did not preclude Mariia from bitterly exclaiming: "I love my mother as much as it is 
only possible to love, but she has brought me many, many unhappy minutes!" (257).) 
This is a reference to the role her mother had played in Mariia's relations with 

} Zhukovsky and in the arrangement ofher marriage. 
Mariia's feelings reveal themselves in her numerous letters to Zhukovsky and to 

her cousins from Derpt (now Tartu) , where she moved with her mother and sister 
Aleksandra after the latter's wedding in 1814. Unfortunately, many of these letters are 
not fully sincere, for Mariia's mother, as well as the other members ofthe family, 
inspected them (137,140). This was a normal practice in many families, since corre
spondence was not considered a completely private matter. Mariia was at all times 
aware of the watchful eyes ofher censors, yet her love and anguish show through. 

The correspondence between Mariia and Zhukovsky is a long dialogue of two 
hearts that cannot be together. Mariia describes her little joys and sorrows; she calls 
him "my dear friend," "my angel," "my soul," "my good, incomparable Zhukovsky"; 
she admits tearing up some of her letters as she did not dare to send them (229). His 
answers fill her with delight and she ecstatically expresses her gratitude: "My good, 
sweet friend! I have just received your little letter. Ah, my Zhukovsky! how can I not 
be happy while you exist in this wonderful world! Just to think about you is equal to 
feel God's paradise. And everything here reminds me ofyou, in everything I find your 
angel soul .... my friend, my soul is full now, I feel such serenity and such comfort, as 
are too good for this world" (252-53). 

Sometimes, notes of profound love sound in her letters: "[Y]ou cannot imagine 
how invaluable you are to me and how precious is my feeling for you" (219); "When
ever I feel sad without reason, I retire to my room and say aloud: 'Zhukovsky!' and it 
always gets better" (230); "You are in my heart, as you should be, both on weekdays 
and on holidays" (251); "Ah, my Zhukovsky! I [will] love you till the very death" 
(251). She recalls the time spent together with him in Muratovo as the happiest in her 
life. Only once did she have the opportunity to revisit the home where she had grown 
up and enjoyed life . She wrote to Zhukovsky from there: "I pray to God for the 
prolongation ofthis beautiful life,along whose course the lights of my guardian angel
Zhukovsky-line up! Who can be happier than I am ? 0 my dear! your letter has 
restored everything to me! the past, and what is lost in the present, and all the charm of 
hope . . . . I am happy now in Muratovo! . . . Your room, your letter in my hands, this 
is my earthly paradise!" (276). 

Married in Derpt in 1817, Mariia died in childbirth six years later. Both her 
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pregnancies, in 1820 and in 1823, were extremely difficult, and both times she had a 
presentiment that she would not survive. In this mood on the eve of the deli very
there is no certainty as to which of the two-she addressed to Zhukovsky a letter that 
she intended to become her last farewell to the love of her life . Imbued with profound 
faith and humility, Mariia's deathbed letter is redolent of the lessons that had shaped 
her personality: 

My friend! .. It is to you that lowe the liveliest happiness I have ever felt! . . My 
angel! the only thought that worries me is that I have not been of sufficient 
benefit to this world, have not achieved the goal I was created for; but this 
excess ive desire, which never left me in all my life-to accomplish something 
of benefit-shall not this desire be taken into account? .. . Now that I am 
addressing to you this letter from my tomb, I can also show you my heart as it 
is, without offending anybody. My friend! the attachment that I have for you . 
. . has adorned all my existence, without affecting the duties I had imposed on 
myself. To cherish you meant to cherish them. I loved my good husband as 
much as a person of his kindness and virtue can be loved, and I believe that I 
have made him happy, but it is you to whom were related each impulse of my 
feeling, each noble idea, each recollection-in one word, everything that related 
me to God, and I have certainly preserved this feeling up to this moment (285
86). 

Before concluding Mariia's story, it is appropriate to pay some attention to the 
language of her letters cited above. One is inclined to consider the many loving ex
pressions in her texts as indicative ofher fervent passion forZhukovsky. But her letters 
to her female cousins, Avdot'ia in particular, contain an abundance of similar rhapso
dies: "I love you with all the powers of my soul" (179); "[p]lease never stop loving me. 
. . . I am confident in your love" (217); "Ah, my angel! . .. you alone fill both my night
dreams and my day-dreams" (259). If these exalted declarations express Mariia's 
friendship, was her mother right about the nature of her feelings for Zhukovsky? What
ever the answer, we should be cautious not to sever emotions from the cultural context 
of the time. 

Lotman has noted that Sentimentalism broadened the semantics of the verb "to 
love" by suppressing its erotic meaning, thus bringing about a new conception of the 
relationship between love and friendship. Once beyond the confines of the taboo 
region ofsensuality, the word largely replaced otherexpressions for intimate feelings, 
and counted among the most frequently used words. 129 Sentimentalism proclaimed 
ideal love to be based on friendship, which assumes the equality of both parties and 
emphasizes their personalities. As an outgrowth of friendship, love inherits this mutual 
respect and thus provides much-desired emotional comfort. Naturally enough, women 
became the most devoted proponents of the cult of friendship that spread in Russian 
society. Innumerable poetic variations of the "love and friendship" theme not only filled 
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baryshni's albums but occupied their minds as well. 130 

The young Protasov sisters were by no means an exception. Aleksandra copied 
into her album a sentence by a German writer: "Love is a morning shadow which 
diminishes by every moment; friendship is an evening shadow which increases until the 
sun of life is extinct."!" To judge by Mariia's letters, she largely shared this vision and 
seemed to value highly the friendship component in her relationship with Zhukovsky. 
While her language could be considered a tribute to contemporary cultural trends, the 
realities of her life proved the validity of the idea: a witness to Aleksandra's marriage 
to a man who made both sisters' lives miserable, she knew that respect,associated 
with friendship, could bring a woman much more happiness and security than love did. 

In 1817 Mariia married 1. F.Moier, their family doctor, a recent Derpt university 
graduate, and a Baltic German by origin. Her sister described her passive obedience 
in the following words: "She not only passed with humility under the yoke imposed on 
her by Providence, but also sought and found solace in it" (254). Mariia did not love 
her future husband, but it was her free choice to readily accept his proposal; also, by 
doing so, she could finally resolve her terrible situation in her sister's family, where 
everybody suffered under Aleksandra's violent husband. 

Mariia had no illusions about Moier's disposition or refinement, but saw in his 
character the traits that she had been taught to value most: "His rule is to forget or 
never think of himself whenever other people's benefit is at stake, and to sacrifice 
everything to them. And these are not words but deeds" (156). She enthusiastically 
described his medical practice, his readiness to help the sick and the hungry, and so 
forth. Evidently, she was desperately trying to convince herself and her friends, 
Zhukovsky above all, that her future marriage "to the good Moier" was not a self
sacrifice: 

One can safely entrust him with the happiness of a family, he has elevated 
feelings, and his soul is capable of appreciation and of fulfilling the duties 
imposed on him. I am sure that I shall preserve his confidence in me; his esteem 
and his friendship for Zhukovsky are as intense as they should be; I expect 
from him as much happiness as I crave and as it is possible to have. Dear 
friend! assure yourself that I would, myself, consider sacrifices as selfishness. 
Quiet life, sincere friendship, complete trust, and strong faith in that I depend 
upon an honorable, noble man-these are my future's foundations (172). 

To the deeply religious Mariia, passion was not necessarily connected with mar
riage and family-the primary area ofa woman's duties, which, if fulfilled, could cause 
her to hope for a better life after death. Typical of the time, these attltudes reveal the 
continuity of women's self-identification, as they seemingly differ little from those dat
ing half a century back. There are, however, important dissimilarities: as Mariia's let
ters show, her conscientious adherence to what she deemed to be her duty was based 
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largely on her own choice, and unlike her submissive and silent predecessors, she well 
knew how vast a distance separates one's dream from one's reali ty. While Zhukovsky 
had been and remained her dream, her marriage to Moier became her self-imposed 
reality. She wrote to Avdot'ia Kireevskaia a week after the wedding: 

My Duniasha, here I am-married.... I shall frankly tell you that the moment 
when I convinced myself to give up everything related to my happiness, when 
I decided that I should no longer Iive for Zh[ ukovsky] only, that anybody who 
asked for my hand would win it (for I decided to marry the first one who came 
along), this moment was terrible for me. ... He [Moier] loves me as much as he 
is capable of loving, but my own experience has more than sufficiently taught 
me that it is not in .IllYheart that I should seek pure and unalloyed happiness. 
. . . My past happiness remains too vivid before my mind's eye, it adorns my 
present, because Zhuk[ovsky] is the angel of virtue and perfection; but I have 
to be worthy of him, and that is why a steady fulfillment of duty, without any 
notion of what used to be my delight, must fill my life and turn all my thoughts 
and recollections into a paradise (187-88). 

This letter leaves no doubt about Mariia's feelings and hopes, which sad reality 
required that she relinquish. She helped her husband to take care of the sick, tended 
orphans , fed the hungry at a shelter, avoided no domestic work-in a word, she tried 
to keep every promise she had gi ven to God, to herself, and to those she loved and 
respected.132She constantly developed intellectually, took lessons in science and arts, 
and read books. Yet her married life was dull and colorless, she had little in cornmon 
with Moier, and her disillusionment grew. 'This Livland has buried me alive for happi
ness," writes Mariia in a letter, but it is to Zhukovsky that she complains: "I have so 
little left to regret and to wish, that I live, literally, with my eyes closed. Only one thing 
dare I wish, peace as soon as possible! A useless life always seems too long. I am 
sorry if you do not like it-but you know how little good life is-this is not a groan but 
a prayer" (220-1). 

As taught by both her mother and Zhukovsky, Mariia Moier remained true to 
herselfand firm in her faith through all her short life. Did reality tum darker than she 
had expected, or had her dream made it more bitter by contrast? It is difficult to tell; 
but, as her deathbed letter reveals, she certainly experienced her share of happiness, 
along with pain and distress, and died confident that she had lived up to her duties till 
the very end. And this, she bel ieved, would count thereafter. 

Aleksandra Voeikova, nee Protasova 

The story of the younger Protasov sister, Aleksandra (1795-1829), is another 
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poignant example of a life gone awry in the grip of dependence on a malevolent man. 
She spent her childhood and youth in the intimacy of the Bunin family, where her loved 
ones-a caring mother, a kindhearted grandmother, an affectionate sister, and numer
ous cousins-ereated an atmosphere of harmony and confidence. As a young girl, 
Aleksandra inspired Zhukovsky to write his ballad "Svetlana," one of the best known 
in Russian poetry, so her relatives and friends often addressed her by this name. Beau
tiful and talented, tutored by one of the most creative minds of the time, she had every 
reason to expect much for herself. Life took, however, an unfavorable turn: she suf
fered a great deal and died, at the age of thirty five, far away from her family and 
friends. Yet she was known to have preserved, through the struggle and suffering of an 
absolutely terrible marriage, the cheerfulness and charming character that fascinated 
many a distinguished man. 

Her future husband, A. F.Voeikov (1778 or 1779-1839), had been introduced 
to her by Zhukovsky himself, which contributed to the cordial welcome he received in 
the family and to the success ofhis proposal. The offer was reinforced by his ample 
resources-as many as two thousand serfs-which later turned out to be a figment of 
his imagination. Suspecting no prevarication and charmed by the suitor, Aleksandra's 
mother insisted that she accept. The baryshnia herself, who had hardly seen anything 
but the country, felt pleased and flattered by the attention of a rich, handsome man 
from Moscow, who was already known as a writer. Right after the wedding Voeikov 
and Aleksandra, accompanied by her mother and sister, left Muratovo for Derpt, 
where he served as a university professor. Very soon he revealed both his insolvency 
and his bad character. He humiliated and even assaulted his wife in full view of the 
community, insulted her mother and sister, and spent Onhimself both the money he 
earned and Aleksandra's dowry. 

Aleksandra never blamed her husband and tried to hide her frustration from her 
relatives and friends. But they noticed everything and in turn made every unobtrusive 
attempt to help her. Zhukovsky used all his influence on Voeikov to stop his assaults. 
Mariia nurtured a plan to run away from home in order to force his attention to his 
wife's suffering and possibly arouse his compassion. Nothing helped. In his letters to 
Aleksandra, Zhukovsky preached submissiveness and humility: "In a woman nothing 
capti vates more than subdued self-deprivation. Her virtues, her grace, her successes 
should turn into humility."133 This advice by the highest moral authority in Aleksandra's 
life was by all means sincere, as her sisterMariia was getting similar recommendations 
from the same source, albeit to the utmost detriment of the advisor himself. Aleksandra 
and Mariia alike had no choice but to follow it. 

Compelled to resign from the university in 1820, Voeikov moved to St. Peters
burg and embarked on a new career as editor of a literary magazine. Although he 
never stopped mistreating his wife, her life became a little easier. Assisting her husband 
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in preparing works for publication, translating foreign poetry and prose, and even 
writing herself, Aleksandra found solace in friendship and social activity. Surrounded 
by men of letters, most of them Zhukovsky's friends, she soon turned her house into a 
literary salon and became its much admired and respected hostess. Young poets such 
as I. I. Kozlov, E. A. Baratynskii, and N. M. Iazykov submitted their poems to her 
attention and heeded her judgment. The more established writers, such as 1.A. Krylov, 
N.1. Gnedich, N. M. Kararnzin, K. N. Batiushkov, and P. A. Viazemskii, enjoyed the 
company of this beautiful and witty woman. Two prominent figures, A. 1.Turgenev 
and V. A. Perovskii, were hopelessly in love with her. The members of the circle 
openly admitted that it was solely Aleksandra's charisma that held the salon together 
and kept them visiting, in spite of the husband's disgusting behavior. 

Aleksandra's position as hostess of a literary salon was somewhat different from 
that of her aunt Varvara Iushkova thirty years earlier in Tula. As hostess and organizer, 
a woman had always been at the center of a salon; her role had now shifted, in many 
cases, to being the aesthetic focus of the gathering. Young men ofthe world commonly 
vied with each other in expressing their admiration for the hostesses of fashionable 
salons, extolling their merits and seeking their attention. Worshipped as goddesses, 
these "angels," "sylphs," "fairies" provided inspiration for poets' odes and compos
ers' romances. Although the majority of them were, ofcourse, young and beautiful, 
their admirers often regarded them not as human beings but as symbols of speculative 
values developed by literature and art. In this atmosphere ofhistrionics, the object of 
admiration was hardly supposed to have a life like everybody else-including her 
worshipers. Admiration could quickly turn into indifference, should everyday prob
lems start showing through the glossy surface. 

Aleksandra Voeikova enjoyed a worshi p that only the happy few had ever expe
rienced. The best Russian poets exalted her during life and glorified her after death; 
wealthy and refined men fell desperately in love with her; and to many she was the 
ultimate embodiment of feminine grace. Yet all this could not alter her helpless and 
wretched position in her own family. Her husband proved to be unworthy not only of 
her love but, unlike Mariia's husband, of her respect either. Intellectually gifted and 
highly creative, she suffered from his eternal carping and petty faultfinding. Oppressed 
and humiliated in the very house where her admirers came to praise her, her only 
recourse was patience and faith. The expectations of her youth never materialized. 

Aleksandra's closest friend, AleksandrTurgenev, became one day incapable of 
further hiding his passionate love. Sharing with him many ideas and interests, grateful 
for his care for her and her children, she nevertheless closed her door on him immedi
ately upon learning the nature ofhis feelings. Some friends considered this harsh treat
ment of the man, whose talents she appreciated and whose company she enjoyed, as 
proof of her own growing love which she deemed it her duty to suppress. Her style 
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was resignation and self-sacrifice rather than what would later become known as the 
"Anna Karenina" type of behavior. 

Suffering from a fatal disease, Aleksandra left Russia for the Mediterranean eli
mate, never to return. Like her sister Mariia earlier, she never faltered in meeting her 
responsibilities and held fast to her beliefs. A bright individuality and a lofty mind 
distinguished this extraordinary woman, but the Domostroi code, blended now with 
new ideas, proved to be strong enough-s-even among the elite in the 1820s-to fill her 
reality with pain and frustration. 

Avdot'ia Kireevskaia-Yelagina, nee Iuskova 

Another provintsial'naia baryshnia of the Bunin family, Avdot'ia Iushkova 
(1789-1877), also grew up in the same emotional and intellectual ambiance of new 
trends mixed with tradition. She moved to Mishenskoe in 1797, after the death of her 
mother, Varvara Iushkova, and was raised by her grandmother, Mar'ia Grigor'evna 
Bunina. As distinct from her two cousins' bitter adulthood, Avdot'ia's life turned out 
more favorably in many respects, although she suffered bitter losses, eventually outliv
ing her two husbands and all her children but one. 

When Avdot'ia was fifteen, Vassily Kireevskii (17757-1812) offered her his 
hand.!" Yielding to her grandmother's insistence, she accepted the proposal and, in a 
year, manied the thirty-year-old man. She neverregretted this decision. Her husband, 
although odd in a way, was a man of versatile intellect: he translated literary works and 
wrote original works of his own, and was a student of chemistry, medicine, and politi
cal science. An extremely devout and highly moral man, he strongly believed in the 
English ci viI law, and hated Voltaire, whose works he used to buy in order to bum 
them. In the spirit of the Enlightenment, he considered it his duty to provide guidance 
for his young wife in her education and reading. Probably due to his influence, Avdot'ia 
remained rel igious throughout her long life, a fact which did not prevent her from 
becoming a rather liberal political thinker. 

The couple settled in Dolbino, Kireevskii's hereditary estate. The manor showed 
traces of a bygone sumptuousness. A huge house with interior marble decor was 
surrounded by beautiful gardens and a large numberofoutbuildings. Under Kireevskii's 
father, the house had been full of various barskie zatei (the magnate's amusements}
buffoons, musicians, and storytellers; but in Avdot'ia's time only a devka-arapka 
(black girl) and a guslist (psalterist) remained. The guslist's duties included tuning the 
pianoforte and playing his psaltery during domestic concerts. 

The lifestyle at Dolbino was deeply imbued with folk culture. Popular songs and 
ballads, sung and recited by numerous embroideresses, seamstresses, and lacemakers, 
permanently sounded in the house. No corporal punishment was ever administered to 
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the serfs for any kind of misbehavior. On holidays the household serfs performed 
round dances, twined wreaths in the woods, and held boisterous festivities in the 
meadows. Many of them were literate and often read aloud to readily gathered listen
ers. 

It is noteworthy that the moral views of Avdot'ia's husband differed conspicu
ously from those of her parents, and even more so of her grandparents, as he strongly 
disapproved ofextramarital relationships. Once, when the governor visited Dolbino 
accompanied by a mistress, Kireevskii had the mistress's carriage driven away from 
the main entrance to the backyard-an unequivocal refusal to admit her to his house 
as an equal. This was a shocking affront to her patron, the most powerful official in the 
province.The humiliated governor had no choice but to move on, although he had 
planned to spend the night at Kireevskii 's; he never dared to seek revenge on the 
offender. 135 

The behavior exhibited by Kireevskii on this particular occasion reveals a new 
trend in the overall moral attitudes of the time. Not more than a quarter of a century 
earlier, his own wife 's grandfather overtly lived with a concubine, while her aunt's 
position as the namestnik's paramour met with the encouragement of both her par
ents and husband. The Voltairian concept of freedom, which many grandfathers in 
Russia had understood as a freedom from moral restrictions, was going out of fashion. 
In the eyes of the romantically minded grandsons, "everyday" adultery became part of 
the worldly routine that so bored them. As M. Lermontov later expressed this feeling 
in his ''Duma'' ("Meditation"): 

Our fathers ' daring sins make an insipid story.
 
Those sumptuous revelries, that studied childish lustl!"
 

This change in attitudes in no way diminished the part that love and adultery 
played in the life of the nobility, but the woman's role in love affairs had altered consid
erably, especially in the capitals. Formerly, a woman, even if accepting a man's atten
tions, was expected to demonstrate no less submissiveness in this delicate matter than 
in any other. By contrast, the newer generation of young philanderers sought whirl
wind romance and stormy passions as an antidote to the tedium of life . They found 
excitement in the freshly imported type oifemmeJatale-fickle, domineering, and 
choosing lovers, if any, according to her caprice. 137This phenomenon was, however, 
less noticeable in the provinces, where the image of a virtuous, family-oriented, but 
attractive and intelligent bride prevailed for both baryshni and their suitors. The third 
generation of the Bunin famil y had no children born out of wedlock. 

As a married woman, Avdot'ia continued to spend much of her time with her 
grandmother in the propitious intellectual environment of Mishenskoe. Widowed in 
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1812,she moved back therepennanently. A relative ofBunina's, Prince I. M. Dolgorukii, 
left the following description of what he found in Mishenskoe in 1810: 

[Bunina] was over eighty years . ... and two granddaughters of hers shared her
 
time-the girls [sic] Iushkov [Avdot'ia and Anna], raised with much refinement,
 I proficient in foreign languages, skillful at drawing and music.They like literature:
 
they read whatever new is published. I found here a considerable book collection,
 i and we most pleasantly spent the whole day together, forgetting that we were 

j in the country. How to while away an autumn evening? ... Honestly, I never 
noticed it pass. Every minute we read various verses, discussed them as best I we could , and expressed criticism or enthusiasm.!" 

I 
An intimate friend to both Mariia and Aleksandra Protasov, Avdot'ia many times 

I demonstrated her selfless readiness to help. She was an ardent supporter of the idea 
ofmarriage between Mariia and Zhukovsky and made every effort to persuade Mariia's 
mother to allow this union; as to its being considered a sin against religion, Avdot'ia 
offered herself as a sacrifice: she would expiate the sin by taking the veil and spending 
the rest of her life in a convent (290, 292). On learning of the sisters' difficult situation 
in Derpt, she hurried there despite a dangerous accident and subsequent illness. 
Zhukovsky later referred to these events: ''To fall through ice 50 versts from home, to 
catch a severe cold, to live in an izbafor two days, then to drive 200 versts in order to 
get only one day of rest and move on to cover another 1,000 versts, sick, your price
less life in danger, to sacrifice everything for this incomparable friendship-e-yourfriends, 
yourchildren-only you can be such an angel-demon!" (164). 

In 1817 Avdot'ia married A. A. Yelagin (1790--1846), a good, well-educated 
man who shared her interests and feelings. This time she chose herself a husband after 
her own heart. The Kireevskii-Yelagin family moved to Moscow in 1822 but pre
served forever their connection with Dolbino and the entire locale. A famous literary 
salon formed in their Moscow house, frequented by A. S. Pushkin, A. Mickiewicz, P. 
Ia. Chaadaev, N. M. Iazykov, A. I. Herzen, N. P. Ogarev, A. I. Khomiakov, N. V. 
Gogol' , and others. Avdot'ia Yelagina became its universally celebrated hostess and a 
source of inspiration to many. 139Her existence acquired social significance and influ
ence in the highest intellectual circles ofRussian society. 

Loved and respected by both her husbands and her numerous children (the 
famous Slavophiles Ivan and Peter Kireevskii among them), admired and esteemed 
by many prominent figures ofher time, Avdot 'ia had also to live through her share of 
pain and grief. Widowed at twenty three and again later, she saw several of her chil
dren die in infancy; six of her adult children died before her; and only one son iived to 
care for her in her old age. As early as 1817, after she married Yelagin, Zhukovsky 
wrote to her: "Up to now, you have been victim to every possible misfortune, and all 
kinds of miseries haunted you-now a new epoch will be likely to come, that of 
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rewards and quiet happiness among your own family. This delight was impossible for 
you to have without a friend-protector" (25) .This letter seems to refer not only to the 
bereavement of a young widow, but also to her straitened circumstances. The last 
sentence of the quotation deserves, in this respect, our special attention: the only hope 
for happiness coming to a woman is the prospect of a rich and caring husband. This 
good fortune fell to Avdot'ia's lot, thus providing the basis for her brilliant future. 

AnnaZontag, nee Iushkova 

The life of Anna Iushkova (1786-1864), Avdot'ia's elder sister, provides an
other version of a young lady's destiny in the first halfof the nineteenth century. As she 
later became a professional writer, her path cannot be considered typical, but it re
veals the new horizons and opportunities available to her generation. 

Anna inherited Mishenskoe from her grandmother and lived on the ancestral 
estate on her own. Prince Dolgorukii's diary contains a description of Anna's life in 
Mishenskoe before her marriage: "I was very cordially entertained at her place and 
spent a day there writing poetry and prose. Thus, I wrote a poem titled 'The valley of 
Mishenskoe' . . .. Iushkova is gifted with various talents, among other things she 
skillfully drew and, having painted a Madonna, gave it to me as a keepsake. . .. I have 
not lost the souvenir of the one who gave it to me out of friendship, and I always 
recollect the valley of Mishenskoe as a spot on the earth where I spent several hours 
pleasantly, lightheartedly, and freely,"!" 

A romantic, artistic person, Anna went through many disappointments in her life. 
She was her mother's least favorite child; as a baryshnia, she could not, for a long 
time, find any match. On becoming the lady of Mishenskoe, she was compelled to 
solve many difficult problems. Her cousin, Mariia Protasova, concerned with similar 
troubles, exclaimed: "How I regret our wasting so many hours in front of our music
stands and pianofortes! It would have been rather more useful to boil soap and mix 
paste."!" Thus, intellectual aspirations would collide with reality, which required that 
provintsial'nye baryshni know how to "pickle cucumbers." Both Mariia and Anna, 
as well as many other provincial ladies, eventually proved to be capable of combining 
these skills. 142 

As the owner of Mishenskoe, Anna must have become a much better match, so 
two suitors offered her their hands in 1816, one of them a Muscovite and the other an 
American in the service in the Russian navy. Before making the final decision, she 
sought advice from Zhukovsky and got his encouragement to prefer the Russian: 

I would certainly tell you a lot of nonsense about America in my reply, about 
Niagara, the Hurons, the Pennsylvania Quakers, and about the huge snake 
that swallows bulls and tigers but is, I believe, not to be found in America! .. 
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From your last letter to your aunt, I gather that the reticent Moskva River with 
its turbid little sister Neglinnaia [river] have prevailed over Niagara! God bless 
dear Moscow! . .. And you ought to find happiness! You demand little from 
your fate; what you crave is so easy to make come true and is the best, too: 
good, active family life (88). 

OfZhukovsky's advice only the second part was acted on: in 1817 Anna mar
ried E. V. Zontag, the American, with whom she spent two happy decades. They 
passionately loved each other. Zontag proved to be not only kind and caring but also 
supportive of her active social position. 

The Zontags traveled a great deal, and the variety of impressions absorbed by 
Anna contributed to her success in achieving her dream to become a writer. Her 
husband by no means dissuaded her from this endeavor but rather encouraged her to 
embark on a literary career. Her background was extensive, her acquaintance in liter
arycircles was wide (through Zhukovsky and through Pushkin whom she knew while 
living in Odessa) and, as it turned out later, she had talent. Unlike her relati ve A. P. 
Bunina (1774-1829), who made her debut as a poet in 1806 and had to struggle with 
society's prejudice against women writers, Anna Zontag's firststeps in literature twenty 
years later were relatively painless: although some prejudice still existed, society had 
largely recognized that women were also capable of literary work 143 

Anna's husband supported her attempts and helped her with her translations. 
Her first published work-a translation of a novel by Sir Walter Scott-appeared in 
1825; later she wrote several collections of didactic stories for children and became a 
prominent children's writer. An intricate plot, a somewhat sentimental touch, and an 
instructive ending distinguished her tales, plays, translations, and adaptations for both 
children and adults. Her Sviashchennaia istoriia dlia detei (Holy Historyfor Chil
dren) enjoyed a long-lasting popularity, was published nine times, and awarded the 
Demidov prize. 

In 1841, after her husband died and her daughter married a foreigner, Anna 
returned to Mishenskoe. The property was quickly falling into decay, so she Iived 
there in deep poverty, her literary work remaining her only income.144 In 1849, reflect
ing on her youth and comparing it to her present life, Anna Zontag wrote with a touch 
ofbittemess: 

Mishenskoe was different then from what it is now. At those times there was 
a huge house with outbuildings, winter flower gardens, greenhouses, fish 
nurseries, ponds; and though wooden. the building was maintained in order, 
for the property had not yet been divided up. All this has now disappeared . 
The building has rotted away ; the ponds have burst the dams and receded; 
rushes have overgrown the fish nurseries. With what little means I have, I 
am not able to mend all this-and what for, for whom? I live totally alone, 
under a modest thatched roof, close to [the tombs of] my relatives, ready 
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soon to join my loved ones. Mishenskoe is still beautiful because of its 
location, and to me it has twice as much charm because of the memories 
related to it.'4s 

In severe financial difficulties herself, Anna spent her last money on such under
takings as supporting the school for peasants or renovating the local church (129-31, 
139). Here is how she explains her actions on one such occasion: "I had this money 
amassed for the purpose of covering my little house with planks, for it sometimes 
happens that rain penetrates through the thatched roof; but now I shall stay with my 
modest roof. The church is more essential than the house, and I am not the onl y one 
who needs it" (139). A woman's self-sacrifice had long been among the patriarchal 
values, but the nineteenth century brought a new facet to it by extending its scope from 
the family to the social sphere. Similar processes transformed many other traditional 
values and concepts of the woman's world. It was to this trend that Anna Zontag 
largely owed her success as a writer and public figure. Notably enough, she herself 
perceived developments in this area by the middle of the century as excessive. By 
constantly pursuing emancipation, the new generation ofRussian women was, in her 
eyes, ignoring its duties. She attributed this to the bad influence of liberal Western 
literature and freer family relations. She wrote to her friend: 

It seems to me that there is too much selfishness nowadays among young men 
as well as young girls and women .. . . The young generation of the fair sex, 
although by far more educated than their predecessors, have read too much 
into Georges Sand and her comrades and want to become emancipated . Generally 
speaking, there no longer exists any apparent respect for what we used to call 
duty and which we never dared to shirk . And all this is caused not by the spirit 
of our age as many believe, but by ourselves, the parents. We excessively 
nursed our children in infancy, we displayed too much joy at their successes, 
we belittled ourselves; so the children, seeing all this, became used to 
considering themselves important persons and their parents insignificant. I 
shall not be alive then, but the new, spoiled generation will bring up their 
children differently. Fathers and mothers will exert more influence on children, 
and there is hope that everything shall improve and they shall, finally, learn the 
importance of resigning oneself to legitimate power (133-34). 

This statement indirectly reveals the far-reaching changes in domestic situations 
and family life by the mid-nineteenth century, in relation to daughters in particular. The 
phenomena described in this excerpt constituted what many contemporaries saw as 
"the crisis of the family."!" Almost every generation complains about the destruction 
of the family, so Anna Zontag's criticisms could be interpreted as the grumbling of a 
peevish, elderly lady, but her ideas about raising children are strikingly close to a 
modem perception of family values. She calls for more balanced and better organized 
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family relations; considers a certain degree of traditional respect for the elders as 
absolutely necessary; and believes parental overindulgence to be bad for children. As 
a professional children's writer, she was firmly convinced that it was not young girls' 
and women's emancipation as such, but the excesses of emancipation that society 
should reject. In this respect, her books and activities were consistently aimed at 
preserving what she deemed to be good in the age-old tradition . 

Anna's life, though sad at the end, differed from the lives of the majority of her 
cousins and many other provintsial'nye baryshni. A happy marriage to a man who 
not only shared her feelings but also supported her intellectual interests and even her 
literary ambition was rather uncommon in the first half of the nineteenth century. Yet 
the very fact that she achieved such a marriage shows society's tendency toward more 
respect for women's endeavors, both in the private and public spheres. 

Anna's success in literary work evidenced two important circumstances relating 
to women's social status. First, it proved that in the 1820s society made a transition 
from the virtual rejection of women writers to the recognition of their right to take part, 
on equal terms with men, in the literary process. The second circumstance was no less : 
important: the fact that a woman became a professional writer meant that society had 
basically accepted the idea of a noblewoman not only being economically indepen
dent from a man, but also earning her living by work. Along with many other facts, this 
was a manifestation of the gradual dissolution of the strict hierarchical structures within 
the depths of society, a process which began late in the eighteenth century and led 
eventually to the emergence ofa new social group-the Russian intelligentsia. 

TheFourthGeneration 

The fourth generation ofwomen in the Bunin family provides an insight into the 
dream and reality ofprovintsial 'nye baryshni in the second quarter of the nineteenth 
century. Some details of their lives are found in the unpublished memoirs ofM. V. 
Beer. 147Nee Yelagina, a granddaughter to both Mariia Moier and Avdot'ia Yelagina, 
she dedicated her memoirs to her mother, Ekaterina Moier (1820-1890). The latter 
was in tum the daughterofMari ia Moier, nee Protasova, Zhukovsky's flame. Ekaterina 
Moier was born and spent her childhood in Derpt. After her mother's death in 1823, 
she was raised by her grandmother Ekaterina Protasova. Her father, who served as 
rector of Derpt University, retired in 1836 and moved, with his daughter and mother
in-law, into a newly purchased estate, Bunino, in Orel Province. Two cousins of 
Ekaterina Moier went to live there with them: Ekaterina (1815-1844) and Aleksandra 
(1817-1893), daughters to the then deceased Aleksandra Voeikova (Zhukovsky's 
"Svetlana"). The two Voeikov sisters came to the country after graduating from the 
Smol'nyi Institute in St. Petersburg. 
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her room. Elena Ivanovna would keep a samovar ready, along with various country 
sweets: nuts, cranbenies with honey,pastila [sort of marshmallow sticks], and so 
forth" (1. 6-6 ob.). 

Trips to Chern' helped overcome the tedium in Bunino. A. A. Pleshcheev's son, 
Peter, nicknamed chevalier sans peur et sans reproche (I. 7), owned the estate in the 
1830s. As witty, cheerful, and hospitable a character as his father, he had many chil
dren. Dances, performances, charades, and games never stopped in his house. Also, 
Avdot'ia Yelagina with her sons used to come in summer to the neighboring Petrishchevo 
where "life was in full swing" during their sojourns.They had a studfarm, so that the 
young girls and men could ride as much as they liked. A local landowner, Vladimirov, 
used to visit Bunino with his serf orchestra to stay for a week or more. Music then 
sounded in the house continuously. Ekaterina Moier's father, a brilliant musician and 
passionate music lover, could not afford his own orchestra; even a week of feeding the 
forty guest musicians, who consumed up to twenty samovars of tea daily, placed a 
burden on the household managed by Ekaterina. Her father enjoyed every moment of 
these musical periods, but the Voeikov girls felt nothing but ennui. 

The family's daily life was simple. During the Yelagins' sojourns in the country, 
visitors to their relati vely small house, sometimes numerous, slept on the floor. At the 
balls, frequent and not too formal, the young women appeared in dresses they sewed 
themselves from white calico--a sort of inexpensive cotton fabric. No less interested 
in fashion than their counterparts in the capitals, both young and elderly women in the 
country had much more freedom in choosing their own style (and much less money to 
pay for their clothes). Accordingly, fashion was but loosely followed in the country. As 
late as the mid-nineteenth century, one could still encounter provincial noblewomen 
wearing traditional Russian clothes. Thus, Ekaterina Protasova, widowed since 1805 
but still a beautiful woman in the 1830s, had long ago put on an old woman's bonnet 
and a dark homespun shushun (Russian traditional loose overall). She dressed in this 
manner until her death in 1848, only substituting a white shushun for the dark one on 
holidays (11. 14-14 ob., 22 ob.). 

Soon the young female voices stopped ringing in the Moier house. Zhukovsky 
arranged the appointment of the Voeikov sisters as maids of honor at the Court, and 
they, happy as two queens, left the estate. 

Ekaterina Moier stayed in the country. Beautiful and vivacious, she attracted 
many men's attentions and courtship, but turned down several offers. Zhukovsky and 
Avdot'ia Yelagina discussed her matrimonial future in their correspondence, as her 
late mother's will entitled them to do . A man by the name of Rzhevskii was expected 
to propose to Ekaterina, so Yelagina arranged to meet him in St. Petersburg. Zhukovsky 
advised heron this occasion: "You will be in Petersburg where Rzhevskii will possibly 
be; I recommend that you not continue any relations with him concerning this matter; 
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leteverything stayinstatuquo.Do not makeanyfurtherstepv:ithoutnotifyingMoi~r 
[the father]. She [Ekaterina] should not accept any offer without her own heart s 
consent, this is the firstcondition. But, were the heart to speak out on such an occa
sion, she shouldlet it speakonly with her father's consent" (68). . . 

A young girl's"ownheart'sconsent"is namedin thisratherbusinesslike letteras 
thefirstpriority. The father'sopinionranksaclosesecond.Vef'J. uncommonat the tum 
of thecentury,this typeof marriage arrangement was beconung more and more ac
ceptable.Now parentswouldoften agree to bless a marriageeven if the~ disliked ~r 
disapproved of theirchild'schosenmate.Avdot'ia Yelagina had an expenence of this 
kind in herown family: her son Ivan Kireevskii loved a girl to whom he proposed. 
Yelaginadid not approve of the choice and insisted that I van go to study abroad. 
Returningafter five years,he immediately settled his marriage with the girl he was 
supposedto forget. This timethe lovingmother accededand, not without tenderness 
andevensomepoetry, described theevent toZhukovsky: 'The whole fi ve-year-long 
tangleof misunderstandings, separation, common sense,etc., fell apartatone glance. 
On March 1,hesaw herfor thefirst time afterfive yearsof separation;surroundedby 
strangers, he gazedat her for two hours from a distance,and as soon as she moved to 
leave,an unknownpowerdraggedhim to follow her;he declared,righton the porch, 
his loveto her, inoneword,inoneglance.The nextmorninghe broughtover a daugh
ter for me to bless" (50). 

Ekaterina Moier also chose herself a companion after her own heart. She re
fused Rzhevskii, andalsoN. I. Pirogov (latera famoussurgeon). All the Kireevskii
Yelagin youngmenwerein lovewithKaten'ka (as everybody calledher),theirsecond 
cousin,andselflessly renounced ineach other's favor the rightto marry her (II. 12-14 
ob., 15,16). Her futurehusband,Vasilii Yelagin (1818-1879), loved Ekaterina but, 
uncertainof himself and reluctant to hurt his brothers, did not dare to propose for a 
longtime. Sheendeduprevealing herown feelings, andthus theirunionwassettledon 
the basisof their mutual love.The marriage took place in 1845 (I. 16ob.). 

Ekaterinacontinuedto play an active role in her family after the wedding. She 
insisted thattheyliveinBunino.Her husband, a "man of widereading," agreed,ifonly 
reluctantly-a harddecisionon his part, for he had spent his youth in Moscow,dis
likedagriculture, and mightsoon have become professorof historyat Moscow Uni
versity (I. 18ob.). Nevertheless,he sacrificed his career for his wife's sake-a rare 
andrathernew phenomenon in family relations of the time. 

By the middle of the century the large Bunin clan was on the wane. Since the 
1770s thefamily hadbelonged to theeliteof provincial society. Yet wealth andinfluen
tial connections were not the only factors behind this position; despite the family's 
vanishing affluence, itsfemale members' intellectual potential increasingly contributed 
to itssocial standing. 
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The Bunin family, with itsabundanceof survivingdocuments,providesa rareand 
happy opportunity for a historian to trace ~vents ~n their interdependence and continu
ity. The stories of four generations of this family sho~ that 10 several de~ades-a 
rather short historical period-more changes occurred 10 the status of Russian noble
women, both within and beyond the family confines, than in several preceding centu
ries.The formerly patient,submissivecreatures, fullydependenton father,husband or, 
sometimes, lover, largelygave way, by the mid-nineteenth century,to the fully devel
oped personalities who often chose the way of life they preferred and played impor
tant social roles. 

"... all this is very ordinary" I 
J A specialistmay learna greatdeal from the examinationof a collection of butter

flies pinned to paper,but his knowledge is verydifferent from thatof a person who has 
watchedthem fluttering. Similarly, historianspiecetogetherevidence,which theydeem 
to be relevant to a phenomenon of the past, and make certain generalizations, but it is 
useful to measure theirconclusionsagainst a contemporary's work in the same field, if 
available.The preceding sections of this study presented a number of individual lives 
that seem to add up to a rather diversified picture of how young provincial noble
women lived in the first half of the nineteenth century. And yet, typical as these indi
vidual life stories appear from historical distance, each of them is unique in its own 
way. In order to ascertain that they provide sufficient grounds to extend our conclu
sions to other baryshni, this section presents a view on the same subject by a contem
porary writer, who chose fiction as an impersonal means to summarize his empirical 
observations. 

The more talented the writer, the better he or she grasps and conveys the general 
spirit of the time. Permeated with its creator's personal attitudes, a masterwork un
folds his or her individual vision. By contrast, a less talented author usually concen
trates on the minor details of the phenomena under scrutiny in an attempt to draw a 
"truthful," or "real," picture. Ironically though not without reason, such pictures are 
often of greater interest to a historian than those created by true artists: while failing to 
produce a work of art, a mediocre writer sometimes succeeds in showing what his 
contemporaries consider as the banalities of life and, by moralizing upon matters of 
concern to them, presents the actual values of the time. 

The novels Semeistvo Kholmskikh (The Kholmski Family, 1833) and Ol'ga 
(1840) by D . N. Begichev (1786-1855)are not literary masterpieces. Unsophisti
cated chronicles by a conservative observer of life around him, they nonetheless hap
pen to be treasures for a historian. The author's lack of imagination, combined with 
the scrupulousness of a bureaucrat (Begichev ended up as a senator), have produced 
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documents rather than fiction. Because he had grown up in the country (on.his father's 
estate in Tula Province) and then spent many years in service in the provinces (from 
1830 to 1836 he was governor in Voronezh'P), Begichev considered himself an ex
pert on provincial life and, in his literary activities, e~plicitly en~ea~ored both to ex
pose unequivocally the provincial nobility's shortcomings and to indicate ways to rec
tify them. He defined his objectives in the following terms: "To pres~nt to contempo
raries a picture of their way of life, delineating mores, misconceptions, preJudl~es, 
depravi ty, the mistreatment of inferiors, slander, the inequi ty ofjudges, and other rm
proprieties."154 . . 

Provincial life, as described by Begichev, looks different from what one finds m 
the Russian classics of the time. In Pushkin's "An Amateur Peasant Girl," the feelings 
of the young baryshnia and her sweetheart are of much greater interest to the witty 
narrator than their eventual compliance with customs and rules. Gogol's ''The Old
Fashioned Landowners" is, in Svetlana Boym's words, "a tale of the writer's ironic 
nostalgia for the patriarchal way of life . . . a kind of elegy to a world that is dying 
OUt."155Both tales are full of poetry, the meticulously selected details of everyday life 
expressing the essence of the authors' personal vision. Along with Pushkin, the reader 
is excited about the reunion of the young lovers or, along with Gogol, feels a nostalgic 
compassion for his simple-minded characters. No conclusions to be drawn from the 
reading are preordained, the inner logic of the text leads to them by the law of har
mony. 

As for Begichev, poetry is a stranger to him. His works are filled with minute 
details that must have bored his contemporaries, who, as distinct from a modern re
searcher, were perfectly able to provide the links missing in concise descriptions by 
more skillful novelists. But the reason for the disparity between Begichev and his great 
fellow writers is not so much the magnitude of talent as the perception of life values. 
While Push kin and Gogol admiringly reproduce the beauty of what they see and feel, 
Begichev is busy with commending the "good" and castigating the "bad" in order to 
edify and instruct society. "[A]ll this is very ordinary, and I have definitely no right to 
call my book a novel," says Begichev in the preface to Semeistvo Kholmskikh (1: 
xxiv), and this statement, even if meant as a literary device quite common in fiction, is 
probably truer than the author intended it to be. As he never even tried to disguise his 
protagonists, people often recognized themselves in his characters. 

One concludes from the preface that the author targets all kinds of public vice 
(including, presumably, lax morals) that he blames on the increasing influence ofWest
ern ideas. His tone is primarily ironic, but this irony is selective, aiming not so much at 
the old order as at the infatuation for the new one. A reasonable combination of age
old values with limited and carefully chosen elements of the new lifestyle, especially in 
regard to young unmanied daughters, appealed to Begichev and many other provincials. 
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In contrast to the Bunin girls' letters and diaries, which express baryshni's dreams 
and feelings, the Begichev chronicles show life "as it should be,:' according to an 
elderly male conservative, and reveal the average moral and behavioral model of the 
time. Nevertheless, the aspirations of his literary heroines and those of the real young 
ladies are largely alike, and even more so their realities. 

Semeistvo Kholmskikh presents an entire gallery ofprovintsial 'nye baryshni's 
portraits. The scene is set in a province in the steppes, in the 1820s and 1830s. All the 
characters, including the baryshni, are ordinary people without any romance about 
them. Marriages are arranged in the "good old" traditional way, tried and tested by 
previous generations. Begichev shows his complete approval for his protagonists' 
"correct" behavior and his conspicuous censure for all who act otherwise, when he 
describes a young man who is deeply in love: 

[He] does not try to divert the girl, very much attracted to him, from the path of 
virtue. does not persuade her to forget all decency, elope with him, flee from her 
parental house to a far-away region, anywhere, and so forth. My hero is so 
feeble as to follow the cold advice of an old woman, keep away for a while in 
order to test himself: is he really thus passionately in love? My heroine is frigid 
like nothing on earth . Her foible, too, is to heed reason and Religion, while 
harboring a feeling of passionate love. Not even once did she develop a fever; 
sadness and despair never consumed her sensible heart; she did not grow 
emaciated or turn yellow ; nobody noticed any sweet pensiveness in her eyes; 
in one word, she revealed no extraordinary indications of passion. She kept her 
health. her freshness, a clear complexion, continued to perform her duties, 
remained an obedient daughter and a good relative. And what concluded all 
this? My lovers. like commoners, conjoined in legal matrimony and settled 
down in the country! (I : xxii-xxiii). 

Here a happy ending is eventually achieved through following the rule of contrar
ies : the young man's wise and prudent behavior contrasts with what he could have 
done, had he followed the new-fangled fashion; the girl avoids poverty, loss of de 
cency and health, and other disastrous consequences. All the potential misfortunes are 
described in such detail as to suggest that they are no figments of the author's imagina
tion but commonly occur in real life. In his usual self-opinionated manner, Begichev 
refuses to analyze any subtleties that might exist beyond the confines of what he deems 
to be correct actions. Paradoxically, this down-to-earth pattern, both in its positive 
and negative aspects, applies to the fate ofMariia Protasova, who, on the one hand, 
lived up to her duties (coincidentally, she even married a commoner) and, on the other 
hand, suffered intensely from the consequences of her passion . 

Virtually all the female characters in the novel, both baryshni and [heir mothers, 
are concerned about finding a good match. The means to achieve this goal are among 
the newly adopted: a mother suggests at a formal party that her daughter loosen the 
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shawl around her shoulders; the young ladies play the pianoforte (one of the n:others 
arranging that a potential suitor, known for his love ,formusic, should not notice,her 
daughter's lack of skill); they give performances, recite French poetry, dance ~as~on
able dances--each one "better than the other" (1: 6, 10-11). The author s Irony 
notwithstanding these festivities of the steppe nobility look quite civilized; as for the 
host who understands not a word of the French poems, he makes up for this defi
cien~y with splendid fireworks and illuminations. The au~or ftn~ the ?e?avio~ of both 
the girls and their mothers somewhat unnatural, but on this occasion his Irony IS rather 
good-humored, for they do not transgress, to his mind, the line of the acceptable. 

The very definition of what Begichev considers acceptable, or decent, repre
sents the overall attitudes of the time. The following passage reveals a new trend in 
matrimonial arrangements on a baryshnia's behalf-the recognized importance of 
balancing material considerations with the girl's feelings: 

Kholmskaia got married at a young age. Left an orphan, without any guidance 
for choosing a spouse, she did not listen to the voice of reason . Of course, 
wealth alone cannot constitute real well-being; however, everything has limits. 
To obey, as one tends to do when young, nothing but one's heart's impulses, 
never to think of the future and to consider the man, whom an ingenuous girl 
chooses for a spouse, to be the model of perfection-all this must be leading to 
the same consequences as the other extremity, when only wealth is taken into 
consideration-an inevitably unhappy life for both spouses (1: 21) . 

If things are arranged "the right way," however, a girl heeds her parents' guid
ance and is not allowed to act independently in this matter. Having gone through the 
pain of a needy marriage, Kholmskaia does her best to spare her four daughters this 
lot. A rich prince proposes to one of her daughters, and the mother, in her attempt to 
arrange this marriage, instructs the would-be bride in the following manner: 

"One should disregard some of [the husband's] shortcomings if they do not
 
result from bad morals. There exist no perfect people on earth , and Prince
 

I Ramirskii, having apparently reached the age of almost forty years, is not
 
I, 
I	 

notorious for any of the vices the rich usually indulge in. For this alone he is 
I	 worthy of my respect."
 

"He is very kind", [the daughter replied,] "condescending, and seems to be of
 
a most pleasant and peaceful disposition. His affluence without these qualities
 
could never have attracted me."
 
"As to this circumstance", [the mother continued,] "trust me that neither you
 
nor any other betrothed can find out for sure what their fiance's disposition is.
 
A girl does not even know her own qualities until she is married.For example,
 

, I	 
she is totally unaware of jealousy, this bad vice that can have the most fateful 
consequences in marriage . The betrothed couple could spend ten years together 
and never manage to know each other's characters. In a drawing-room, observed 
by many, in mutual attempts to please, both he and she are continuously on 
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guard and never let each other notice anything. A man is even more opaq.ue 
than a girl: he knows that marriage gives him all the power; he ~emporanly 
endures everything he does not like in his fiancee, for he has the right to later 
rearrange everything according to his taste. However, what I am telling you 
now by no means applies to Prince Ramirskii. I rather concur with y.ou tha~ his 
disposition is genial and good; I am certain, at least, that you wl~1 avoid a 
considerable inconvenience that often causes annoyance: you Will not be 
obligated to ask him to pay for any tiny expense of yours. This might seem 
nonsense but, having modest means, one cannot avoid it and this petty thing 
can often cause great misunderstandings between the spouses" (l: 32-34). 

This flow of worldly wisdom gives us a thorough notion about both premarital 
and marital relations "as they should be." Material issues, in the foreground as usual, 
are provided a psychological basis; the future spouse's character is considered an 
important factor as well. The unconditional recognition of the man's traditional right to 
shape his wife's attitudes and demand that his will be fulfilled combines with a new 
understanding of the family climate, the wife's limited financial independence contrib
uting to the well-being of the family. This conversation sounds like one that could have 
occurred between Aleksandra Protasova and her mother upon Voeikov's proposal. If 
only real life were patterned after this "wise" scheme by Begichev! In Aleksandra's 
case both the groom's disposition as well as his means proved to be inadequate, and 
she had not the luxury of any, even limited, financial independence, which could have 
been of great help to her. 

Begichev didactically sets forth situations that can occur if, instead of obeying the 
rules of "correct" demeanor, girls select models from improper sources, foreign novels 
being the most dangerous. Like the young Bunin girls in real life, his fictional 
provintsial'nye baryshniare thoroughly conversant with European literature, which 
shapes their dreams of marriage in the spirit of contemporary fashion. Kholmskaia's 
second daughter makes her choice according to the sentimental novels she has read 
and enjoyed: "It never occurred to her to even think of Aglaev's means: his love, a 
small hut, brown bread, spring water-that was all she thought was needed for a good 
life!" (1: 43). Although reality turns out to be close to this dream, it loses all its appeal 
once it has come true. Her husband, poor as he is, spends what little he has on various 
sentimental projects (pavilions and flowerbeds around a shrine of Hymen) and totally 
ruins the estate; the wife is sick, pale, and has little to eat except bread (5: 32-35). The 
novelist's message is easy to decipher: a life ought to be based upon fundamental 
realities rather than on dreams inspired by fiction. 

Another issue Begichev amplifies through his novel is society's new requirements 
of a nevesta. One of Begichev's characters, a Petersburg woman of the world, puts 
her adopted son's fiancee to a rather demanding test: 
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\ 
I	 Pronskaia continued her moral tests and examinations of Sofia. She was already 

assured of her extraordinary intelligence. patience, ~~nevolence•. strength of 
character. During this period, she also saw tha~ Sof ia ha.d received a good 
education: in addition to being such an outstanding expert in needlework, she 
read much and was knowledgeable about domestic and foreign literature. The 
best authors. Russian, French, English, and Italian, were known to her; she 
reasoned about them soundly and thoroughly. Prons~aia ~lso ma~e sure ~hat 
Sof'ia was not too much attracted to the pleasures of high life yet did not reject 
them altogether. Now she only wanted to find out whether she had a taste and 
knowledge of the fine arts (4: 187-89). 

Begichev provides us here with a rather complete list of qualities demanded of a 
good young female .The first consideration is the girl's character, as it was in Bolotov's 
time and will, probably, always be. However, the outdated "obedience" finds a substi
tute in the more civilized "patience," accompanied by new qualities such as intelli- . 
gence, benevolence, and strength of character, the latter trait hardly connoting any 
obedience at all. While household skills remain among the traditional requirements, the 
new ones include not only the girl's proficiency in languages, Russian and European 
literature, and even the fine arts, but also her ability to voice her own opinion. The fact 
that a conservative observer approves of all these qualities in a model baryshnia of 
the 1830s reveals the great distance that society's attitudes toward women had cov
ered in only half a century. Foreign literature in this list does not conflict with Begichev's 
beliefs: as a moderate thinker, he claims to respect progress and wishes only to make 
it more manageable; he deems it his duty to tell girls about the dangers they face and 
provide them with "correct" examples. 

To be precise, the above set of requirements are established in the Begichev 
novel by a 51.Petersburg woman of the world and better befit a girl from the capital. 
Were a similar list to be compiled in the provinces, it would probably set a less high 
standard for education. It is, however, noteworthy that a girl from the provinces suc
cessfully passes the test and proves that z provintsialka (female provincial) is not 

II inferior to any girl in the capital, if she is committed to the correct values and follows 
sage advice. Once again, the "ideal" fictional heroine has prototypes in real life, as this 

I.	 description by Begichev is largely applicable to the Bunin baryshni, who would easily 
have met all of these criteria. 

There is one more entry in the list of values required of an ideal nevesta-her 
attitude toward "the pleasures ofhigh life." Bolotov withdrew from offering his hand to 
his first flame because of her attachment to them; Zhukovsky praised his beloved 
Mariia for having no such inclinations; now Begichev puts a similar requirement in the 
mouth of a character who belongs to the beau monde of the capital. Reflecting both 
his own and society 's views about the role of a young woman in the public sphere, this 
attitude proves that, even in the capitals, high life was associated with a freer and more 
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liberallifestyJe.As distinct from earlier times, however, ~egichev's ideal nevesta ~hould 
1	 "not reject them [high life pleasures] altogether"-a tn~ut~ to pro~ress and ~o his ?wn 

rank in official St. Petersburg. In the provinces, the prejudice against the distractions I of the beau monde, linked in the public eye with looser morals, had more adherents 
and had changed little in a century. 

Begichev elaborates in his other novel, Ol'ga, on the consequences of a 
baryshnia's fascination with high life.15601'ga, a sensible, provincial noble girl raised 
in the Smol' nyi Institute, comes to Moscow and, under the influence of her frivolous 
aunt, falls for a libertine, "an impudent Voltairian." To her aunt, who embodies the 
Moscow beau monde's views, neither the suitor's moral qualities nor his financial 
situation matter so long as he is young, "an interesting Guards officer," and a brilliant 
dancer. 01'ga dreams of marrying the young man, who turns out to be interested in 
nothing but her dowry. At this point, however, the patriarchal attitudes ofOl'ga's 
provincial parents come onto the stage. The rich and influential father takes offense at 
the proposal by a poor nobleman from an obscure family; the old-fashioned mother is 
appalled by her daughter's adherence to novels and the wooer's attempts to defy the 
proprieties. The young man's parents, poor provincial noblepeople, share this opin
ion. Bewildered and pining from despair, 01'ga develops a disease that drives her to 
the verge of death. Fortunately, her narechennyi (betrothed), long chosen by the 
parents to marry her, steps forward: he saves her life and displays his exalted soul by 
not compelling the girl, in love with another man, to stand by her parents' promises. 
He exposes the crafty schemes devised by the "Voltairian"; his life-giving homilies, 
nobleness, and righteousness heal the innocent victim of the high world's vices; and 
finally, the "correct" provincial values triumph when the young couple join in matri
mony. 

We are presented here with a sentimental pattern of female behavior not uncom
mon by that time both in literature and in life. The young girl imagines herself the 
heroine of a French novel; her own feelings and her judgment about other people's 
opinions are almost exclusively based on literary quotations and allusions (1: 203, 
218,2: 155,etc.). Begichev contrasts real life to the formufas borrowed from litera
ture and strongly condemns the latter for bringing about false values that tempt young, 
ingenuous minds. Describing the symptoms of 01'ga 's illness in terms almost identical 
to those used earlier in Semeistvo Kholmskikh to denote what his other heroine 
managed to avoid, he underlines how real a danger these temptations represent. 

01'ga's two suitors exemplify two opposite models of male behavior: while the 
insidious dandy, fickle and conceited, combines in his character all possible vices, the 
righteous and magnanimous provincial gentleman embodies all possible virtues. To 
Begichev, the former is an outcome of pernicious Western influences, including the 
inevitable Voltairianism; whereas the latter's many excellences result from following 
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the old good tradition without prejudice to his civilized ~du~ation and refinement. 
01' ga's confusion, disappointment, despair, an? event~al insight lead her to ~he re~l
ization that her dream was wrong and that, by doing nothing more than complymg with 
her parents' will, she would have found her real ~appiness . It is noteworthy that, 
instead of simply exercising his right to marry the girl,her betrothed, who represents 
the "right" model of behavior, releases his predestined bride from her pledge and 
earns her affection by his personal qualities. Such respect for a girl's feelings was 
unheard-of in Bolotov's times, but became quite conceivable in the 1840s (for in
stance, Ekaterina Moier's husband, Yelagin, sacrificed his career for her sake) . 

) 

Readings for "a girl's innocent soul" I
 
I
 

Begichev's intense focus on the far-reaching influence of literature on young girls' 
minds and hearts is not off the mark. No matter how much he exaggerated the harm it I 
could bring, the majority of his contemporaries shared the idea that reading was in

I	 separable from the image of a baryshnia. While their male counterparts were pro
vided with a formal education in a military institution or university and could choose a 
career for themselves, young noblewomen usually spent their girlhood at home or in a 
boarding-school, and their environment changed little after marriage. Living in the 
relative isolation of the country, subject to rather demanding restrictions on their con
duct and acquaintance, many baryshni had no source of information about the outside 
world except books, which largely shaped their personalities. 

Girls' preoccupation with reading left its imprint on the Russian language. The 
English expression "blue stocking" has its direct translation in Russian, sinii chulok, I which refers to old maids, aged baryshni who never married. This idiom reflects the 
fact that contemporaries considered the original meaning of the expression-learned

I ness-as typical of baryshni. (paradoxically, it no longer connotes any intellectual 
inclinations .) "She wanted to be no worse than other baryshni; she rushed to read 

I	 books," thus the protagonist ofTurgenev's "Asia" speaks of his young sister, adding, 
quite in the spirit of Begichev, "what good could have come out ofit?"'57Reading 
habits became especially widespread in the first halfof the nineteenth century when 
women 's social roles in real life were often patterned after the literature they read. The 
prominent hostesses of the nineteenth-century literary salons provide a classic ex
ample of this phenomenon. 1511 

Nevertheless, Begichev had numerous allies who denounced literature as an es
I:	 sential cause of "the corruption of morals in Russia" and one of the imminent dangers 

to young girls, who were drawn to pernicious novels instead ofenjoying "highly moral 
[books] .,. suitable to [their] age." (Ol'ga, 2: 179). Whereas in the 1760s and 1770s 
Anna Labzina's patriarchal mother absolutely denied her permission to read fiction, 
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the more civilized moralists of later times acknowledged the benefits of reading, but 
insisted on unrelenting parental guidance. This reminds us of Bolotov with his discrimi
nating approach to the selection of "correct" books for instructing "a girl's innocent 
soul ," and of Anna Zontag with her invectives against George Sand, who allegedly 
helped bring up a generation of young people obli vious to their duties. 

Reading made provintsial'nye baryshni special in Pushkin's eyes, as is implied 
by the passage from "An Amateur Peasant Girl" quoted above (p.l 0). His attitude 
toward novels appears quite dissimilar from Begichev's: Begichev sees a lack of real 
life experience and, as a consequence, the attraction to fashionable novels in the capi
tals; in contrast, Pushkin argues that provintsial'nye baryshni seek knowledge oflife 
in novels, as their reality is much more monotonous than that of their disillusioned 
counterparts in the capitals. Where Pushkin finds an elevating influence on young souls, 
Begichev sees the destructive impact of fashionable Western ideas. This controversy 
not only results from the divergence of the two writers' world outlooks, but also 
draws on their different personal experiences in the two universes, the provinces and 
the capitals. However, both men would probably have agreed that books for young 
girls should be good and beneficial to their hearts. 

With practically no books for youth and children available in the eighteenth cen
tury and very few of them in the first halfof the nineteenth, parents met serious difficul
ties in selecting reading material for their daughters. There existed serious lists of "read
ings for girls ." In N. Emin's novel Rose (1786), the protagonist knowingly discusses 
Iiterary matters with particular regard to female readers: 

It seems to me that Fielding's novels, Sophia and Emile, new Abelard, 
Marmontel's tales , works by Mme. Riccoboni, Mlle. Sternheim, as well as 
Wieland's works, will reward a beauty in tedium, without harming her soft heart 
or suppressing her spiritual qualities ; truth is embellished in these books, 
vices laid bare in their ugliness, examples taken from nature ; many .. . tend to 
omit the moral admonition and are only fascinated with the magic plot of a 
novel that excites them. For those, I believe, their tutors should choose such 
tales as not to ignite their imagination; however, those beauties who seek some 
food for thought, those beauties who symbolize virtue and sweetness, if I am 
not mistaken: Young, Werther, Grandison are their consolation.!" 

Thus, the following authors were considered decent with regard to girls' reading: 
Henry Fielding, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Jean Francois Mamontel, Marie Jeanne de 
Maziere Riccoboni , M. S. Laroche, ChristoffMartin Wieland , Edward Young, Johann 
Wolfgang Goethe, and Samuel Richardson. 

Yet the market was flooded with cheap novels of poor quality, some of which 
were quite capable of truly corrupting an innocent girl's mind.160In a rather significantly 
titled work, A Pocket-book for Old Men and Women, Unmarried Ladies and 
Bachelor Men, Young andAging Girls, Dandies, Giddy Boys, Ladies' Men, Gam
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biers, etc., Coming to Moscow, or Allegorical Advice to Them (Moscow, 1791), 
satirist N. Strakhov warned parents against buying books about virtue for their chil
dren, "for all tales treating this subject are nowadays considered similar to A Thou
sand and One Nights." In order to keep pace with the time and conform to the latest 

:1	 requirements of fashion, he sarcastically insists that wise parents, of daughters in par
ticular, should choose as their children's "guide to good conduct and virtue ... various 
songs and depraved works by foreign scribblers.':"! 

, I 
Some of the specimens in the reading repertoire of the gallant century helped, i 

I indeed, to suggest that adultery was an acceptable style of behavior. The "best-seller' 
of the 1760s and 1770s, the rather risque A Thousand and One Nights, as well as its 
numerous renditions and imitations, enjoyed wide popularity among Russian read
ers. 162Significantly enough, Igor Kon, when enumerating sexually explicit texts avail
able in the first half of the nineteenth century, refers exclusively to those created in the 
second halfof the eighteenth century: "Young gentlemen of Pushkin's time could enjoy 
not only Denis Diderot's Immodest Treasures and the writings of the French 'liber
tines' but also the bawdy verses of Ivan Barkov, famous as Russia's first erotic poet.'?" 

,j Although it was highly uncommon for girls to get hold of this kind of literature, one can 
understand those who were worried about its circulation and potential damage to the 
young.jl Concerned about the scarcity of literature for children in the 1820s, Anna Zontag 
became one of the first Russian writers to work in this field. It is interesting that 
Zhukovsky suggested to her and to Avdot' ia Yelagina that they translate some of theI best works of world literature, A Thousand and One Nights among them. Although 
the project failed, it is known to have excited Yelagina who discussed with Zhukovsky 
from which language, French, German, or English, to render the Arabic tales andI 
expressed her concern as to "what the orientalists would say."!" Along with novels 
and tales for the project, Yelagina planned to include in the selection some didactic 
works for mothers. 165 

As in the matter of girls' education, the responsibility for choosing the right books 
I. for them usually lay with their fathers or elder brothers. The poet, writer, educator, and I future adviser to Alexander I, M. N. Murav'ev (1757-1807), wrote, while serving in 

Moscow and St. Petersburg in 1777-1778, a large number of letters to his younger I 
sister, Fedos'ia (1760?-1792?), who lived with their father in Tver' .166The brother's 

i	 letters reveal his tender feelings for his sister and his efforts to help develop her mind 
and soul. The sentimental cult of friendship permeates Murav'ev's references to both 
their favorite novels and theirreciprocal feelings. He writes: "You like Wieland: don't 
you accept his favorite ideas that there exist souls mutually akin and delighted to con
template each other? ... You will, undoubtedly, read my letter as one to a kindred 
soul" (360). 
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Murav'ev fails to provide his sister with an appropriate program for education, 
but tries to compensate for it by discussing the novels he read and plays he saw. He 
advises his sister to read Horace, Socrates, Boileau, Comeille, Montesquieu, Goethe, 
Mannontel, Rousseau, Sumarokov, Voltaire's early works, and so on, and buys and 
sends books to her.He insists on her rereading some authors, particularly Montesquieu, 
encourages her to analyze them and describe her opinion to him. As to Voltaire, 
Murav'ev tries to protect his sister from a superfluous interest for mon cher vieillard, 
as he calls the writer (359), and offers her his explanations and critique of his works. 
In order to extend Fedos' ia's education beyond literature and languages, he intends to 
send her L. Euler's Lettres a une princesse d'Allemagne sur divers sujets de phy
sique et de philosophie "as one of the best courses in physics for a lady" (300). The 
real value of books for both of them is revealed in one ofMurav'ev's exclamations: 
"You are, indeed, as wonderful as a book" (309). 

A family chronicle by E. 1. Raevskaia, a noblewoman from Tula Province, de
scribes, among other figures, the author's mother who, as a young girl in the 1800s, 
got the derisive nickname of Volter for being an avid reader of historical and philo
sophical works as well as many novels for adults. Referring to her own childhood, 
Raevskaia brings up the following details: 

Strictly speaking, no children 's books existed back then in the twenties, not 
only in Russian but also in French.... We were not allowed to read fairy tales; 
our mother deemed them to be dangerous food for thought. . .. As to Russian 
books for children, they simply did not exist at that time. So I was compelled, at 
the age of ten, to sit for hours somewhere in a corner swallowing from cover to 
cover Racine 's, Corneille's, and Voltaire 's traged ies, and those of Moliere's 
comedies I was permitted to read. In those too, however, I used to come across 
some expressions not meant for children and even far from decent. I approached 
my mother to have her explain the words I did not comprehend and my questions 
probably embarrassed her very rnuch. !" 

With the rapid growth of the book trade and public libraries, established in the 
1830s almost in all provinces, provintsial'nyebaryshnigained easier access to books 
and magazines, both Russian and European, and did not considerably differ in this 
respect from their counterparts in the capitals. Intellectual occupations in the prov
inces were becoming very much the norm. While a master 's study became relatively 
common in the 1780s, "art rooms" and separate studies for women started to emerge 
in the first half of the nineteenth century. Avdot'ia Yelagina had a study in hercountry 
house, as well as a special room for manuscripts, a library, and a room for beaux arts 
where she kept books, rare engravings, art albums, a collection of pictures, and a 
pianoforte. Her book collection was so huge that bookcases were located in nearly 
every room. 168 
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The number of people in the provinces who devoted themselves to creative 
work and cultural activities kept growi ng. For example, more than two hundred people 
writing fiction and scholarly works, memoirs, and music lived in Tula Province from 
the late eighteenth century through 1850. 169The works they created were disparate in 
their quality and mostly amateurish. However, these authors lived in the neighborhood 
and mingled in local society; many examples tell us that knowledge and creativity 
could sometimes be as important as wealth and connections. 

This educated stratum of the Russian provincial noble class provided a solid 
basis for "high" literature and art. In the first place, they largely determined the envi
ronment in which the younger generation grew up, including our heroines. 
Provintsial'nye baryshni were the main audiences for writers and composers. As 
one of Pushkin's heroines notes, expressing the author's opinion, "now I understand 
why V[iazemskii] and P[ushkin] like small town baryshni so much. They are their true 
public ."17°Receptiveand responsive, they eventually became one of the essential fac
tors in driving the entire country's cultural progress . 

Conclusion 

At the beginning of this essay, I mentioned the common stereotype of a 
provintsial'naia baryshnia, formed long ago in the capitals and alive even now. It 
used to have some basis in fact but,like any other stereotype, did not convey the 
complexity and the dynamics of the real phenomenon. Its negative component ap
pears to be a rather natural manifestation of the krasnyi ugol view of everything 
outside the center of the country. The sometimes condescending attitudes of the capi
tals encountered a wary and lukewarm response in the provinces. Ideas, norms, and 
manners, considered correct and valuable in the capitals, did not easily find their way 
to the provinces. N. S. Leskov expressed this, with his usual irony: "[T]here, beyond 
the walls of the house, another life was rolling on and ringing out , new, weaned from 
the home traditions: other people, at whom the country was still looking like a bewil
dered hen looks at the duckJings she has hatched."!" 

The provinces nevertheless absorbed the new elements and changed continu
ously, if gradually. And nobody was supposed to live up to society's mutable expecta
tions more than baryshni in their constant effort to keep pace in the highly competitive 
Vanity Fair.Throughout the entire period from the mid-eighteenth to mid-nineteenth 
centuries, education and literature increasingly influenced young ladies' conceptions 
and interests as well as their daily life. Although life required, as it always had, that a 
provintsial'naia baryshnia should be a skillful and industrious mistress of the house, 
the stress was largely transferred to the sphere of ideas and sensibilities. The time 
came for turgenevskie devushki (girls described in Turgenev's works) to enter the 
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scene. 
With the turn of public consciousness toward personality and individual values , 

the dream and reality ofprovintsial'nye baryshni achieved more harmony. Privacy in 
their lives acquired a new meaning, allowing them to dedicate themselves more often 
to pursuing their happiness and personal needs. At the same time, the developments in 
public life created new opportunities for the baryshni, who, due to their education, 
talents, and charm, played a very considerable role in society. 

.
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(1865): 1389-481. 
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(Columbus, Ohio, 1977). 
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18. G. Fedotov, "Revoliutsiia idet," in Sud'ba i grekhi Rossii (St. Petersburg, 1991) , 1: 159. 
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"Baryshnia- kres t' ianka" : (1) "The Squire's Daughter," in Alexandr Pushkin, Complete Prose 
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50. Bolotov, Zhizn ' i prikliucheniia , I: 9; Shchepkina, Starinnye pomeshchiki, 29 . 
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1. 140b. 

53. S. I. Kotkov, ed., Gramotki XVII-nachala XVIII veka (Moscow, 1969), 155, no. 290 . Here 
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KopeHKOBe 'HOT B )KHile CKHTaIOCJI[,] na KpeCJlHHH naur Maurxa yuren COBCeM H3 cenua 
KOpeHKOBa[,] na KaK Tbl rocyaaps MOH AJIeKCeH 5IKOBJIeBH'1 H3BOJIHillb npo .cleHrH[,] '-11'0 Te6e 
rocynapio MOeMY nouanofiaua nenerj.] HTbl KaK H3BOJIHill[,] JI Hurynxy CBOIO nponars XO'-11O HJIH 
3aJIO)KHTb HJIH KaK Tbl rocynaps MOH H3BOJIHill[,] ... a )KHBOTHHHillKH '-11'0 ecrs H Ta nosrapaer 
rOJIO.clHOlO CMepTHIO[,] ... a xpeersaae M[e]HJI HJIIO,C(H H.cleBKH HeCJIYillaIOT[,] TOJIbKO HJIIO.cle[H] 
'-11'0 BaCKa[,] a nOCJIaJIa JI retie rocynapio '-1eJIOBeKa BaCKY[,]no TOM retie nocassnr )KeHHillKa TBOJI 
<DeKJIa '-1eJIOM 6eT. Ornars ces rpauorxa Bropozte TBepHB Ce)KeH H36e Anexceio 5IKOBJIeBH'-11O 
CneBY·" 

54. V. Narezhnyi, Rossiiskii Zhilblaz; iii Pokhozhdeniia kniazia Gavrily Simonovicha 
Chistiakova (1814), cited by E. Anisimov in Vremiapetrovskikh reform (Leningrad, 1989),315
the episode is omitted in the English translation of this book, The Reforms of Peter the Great: 
Progress Through Coercion in Russia. trans. 1.T. Alexander (Armonk, N.Y., 1993); N. S. Leskov, 
ZakhudaLyi rod. Semeinaia khronika kniazei Protazanovykh, in N. S. Leskov, Sobranie sochinenii 
v 11 tomakh (Moscow, 1957),5: 9. 

55. Kotkov, Gramotki, 55, no. 84; 63, no. 106; 75, no. 132. 

56. S. I. Kotkov and N. P.Pankratova, Istochniki po istorii russkogo narodno-razgovornogo 
iazyka Xl/Il-nachala XVIII veka (Moscow, 1964),32-33: "I'ocynapio MoeMY I1BaHy I1BaHOBH'IY[,] 
3.clpaBcTByH rocyziaps MOH I1BaH I1BaHOBH'l na MHOrHJI JIeTa[,]nO)KanYH rocynaps MOH npHKa)KH 
KO MHenacar npo caoe MHOrOJIeTHOe aaaposel.] a MHe cnsnua raoe MHoro JIeTHOe aaapoase 0 
XpHCTe panosarua H XBaJIY fiery soanarsj.] a npo MeHJI rrozcanyeurs MHJIOCTHIO csoero 
narraaeryeursj.] H JI Bnexanex CBOHX no HH)KeJlBJIeHHOe '-1HCJIO HCMaprouncoro CJIaBa fiery )KHBa 
... [T'[sr H3BOJI KO MHe OTnHcaT Henoraeuncaaj.] HaaceMnacaaaea zcena TBOJI Mapa KJIaHelOCb 
H3cena)J;OJI6HHa q>eBpOJIJI B 13ne]us] 1716 rone." 

57. Ibid.. 36: "Tocynapio MoeMY fiarrouncy I1BaHy I1BaHoBHqy[,] anpanae aaurerona coxpamrr 
necnnua ssnuaaro 60ra na JIeTa MHora[,] nO)KaJIyH rocynaps MOH fianounco H3BOJI KO MHe nacar 
npo caoe MHOrOJIeTHOe snpaaae H rrpo anopoae rocynapsma MoeH MaryillKe Mape )J;MHTIJeBHe 
... I1pH ceMnacasa .cla'-1 [sic] sarna Hacracs 6JIarOCJIOBeHHJI npaiuy HKJIaHJIIOC HIOJIJI II ne] as]." 

58. OR BAN, f. 69, d. 1, 1.31: "TIPH ceM HJI BaM 6aTlOUlKa JII06e3HOH 6paTel.\ Ilaaen Aanpeeea-r 
CBH.cleTeJIbCTBYIO MoeHCKpeHHee nO'-1HTaHHe ... TaK)KeHJI BaM MHJIOCTHBaJI rocynapsma MaryillKa 
ceCTIJHl.\a JlH3aBeTa Annpeesna CBH.cleJIbCTBYIO MoeHCKpeHHee nO'-1HTaHHe ... PY'-1KH l.\eJIYIO ..." 
Note the use of tiamioiuxa and uamyiuxa as the fOnTIS ofaddress indicating particular respect to 
the elder siblings. 

59. M. Boitsov, ed., "K chesti Rossii." Iz chastnoi perepiski 1812 goda (Moscow, 1988), 
47-48. 

60. Pushkareva, Women in Russian History, 155. As put in the introduction to Costlow et al., 
Sexuality, "Peter's reforms in this area [women's seclusion in the terem] have been little studied, 
despite the importance that he and his contemporaries granted them" (279). 

61. Quoted in Anisimov, The Reforms ofPeter the Great, 222. I have made some changes to 
the translation. 
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Weddings: Changing Images of Women in a Transitional Age," in Marsh, Women in Russia and 
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from the collection of the Tret' iakov Gallery, Moscow. 

65. V. I. Lebedev, ed., Reformy Petra I. Sbornik dokumentov (Moscow, 1937),311 . 

66. The Art ofCostume, 4-5; Ocherki russkoi kul'tury XVll veka (Moscow, 1979),2: 9-10. 

67. Shchepkina, Starinnye pomeshchiki, 46. Tradition required that a bride should get the 
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68. Ibid., 66. Praskov'ia was A. T. Bolotov's sister. 

69. Semenova,Ocherki, 149; D. Rovinskii, Russkie narodnye kartinki (St. Petersburg, 1900), 
84-114. 

70. Rovinskii, Russkie narodnye kartinki, 106-07; Y. Ovsyannikov, ed., The Lubok: 
Seventeenth to Eighteenth Century Russian Broadsides (Moscow, 1968),62: "npa roaca HpYM~Ha , 
KaK 06e3bJlHa; . . . XO,nHT nO-He~eQKH, a rOBopHT no-ursencxa." 

71. RGB OR, f. 99. 25.19,11. 14-140b.,220b. 

72. I. Nepliuev, Zapiski Ivana lvanovicha Nepliueva (1893; reprint, Newtonville, Mass., 
1974), hereafter cited in the text. About Neplivev, see the introduction by H. Leventer in Zapiski , 
i-xi, and the bibliographic references; also in Lotman, Besedy, 233-38. 

73. About this see Shchepkina, Starinnye pomeshchiki. 

74. [B]03JJO)f(aCb aa npossucen EO)I{HH, ssrexan (JI] H3 I'nyxosa HeMe,nneHHO Hrryrs npoztorrxan 
c nocneuraocrsio, ,na6bl Y3HaTb cxopee MOH )f(pe6HH H ycnoxoirrs crpaxnyuryio )f(eHy MOIO, 
KOTOpaJl, casroe Manoe BpeMJI )f(HB co MHOIO, naeprnacs 4pe3 MeH~, XOTJI HHenOBHHHO, 4eMycaM 
Eor csanerens, BTaKOe fiencraeaaoe HHeH3BeCTHoe COCTOJlHHe." 

75. On Bolotov, see Th. Newlin, "Rural Ruses: Illusion and Anxiety on the Russian Estate, 
1775-1815," Slavic Review 57 , no. 2 (Summer 1998): 295-319, and "The Return of the Russian 
Odysseus: Pastoral Dreams and Rude Awakenings ," Russian Review 55 , no. 3 (July 1996): 448
74 ; O. E. Glagoleva, "A . T. Bolotov-uchenyi, pisatel', entsiklopedist, ' Voprosy istorii, no. 11 
(1988) : 3-16; J. L. Rice, "The Bolotov Papers and Andrei Timofeevich Bolotov, Himself," Russian 
Review 35, no. 2 (April 1976) : 125-54, and "The Memoirs of A. T. Bolotov and Russian Literary 
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History," in Russian Literature in the Age ofCatherine the Great, ed . A. G. Cross (Oxford, 1976), 
17--43; M. Raeff, "Zhizn' i prikliucheniia Andreia Bolotova: Introduction," in A. T. Bolotov, 
Zhizn' i prikliucheniia Andreia Bolotova (1931; reprint, Newtonville, Mass., 1973), iii-vii. 
References in the text are to the 1870-1873 edition cited in n. 37. 

76. "Tu YHac.. . )f(eHHWOK 'reneps c HMeHeM, HTaKOH, 'iTOKaK CKOpO Y3HalOT Te6S1 xopose 
ace H0 acex TBOHX Ka'ieCTBaX pa3HeceTCSI MOJIBa nOBCIO,lly, TO HaH,llYTCSI MHorHe H3nesyure«, 
xoropue Heorpexyrca aa Te6S1 BhlTTHTb, H xoropsrx MaTepH Horusr Cpa,llOCTHIO sa Te611 ornanyr. 
Ho nna Te6S1-TO Hescaxaa ronarca, HnOToMy-TO HeT Hy)f()lhl Hcneunrrs. a ,llOCTaTKe 1I HerOBOplO, 
npononscan OH, ,llOCTaTOK-nocnenuee neno, HCHHM MHorHX HeBeCT HaHTHTb MO)f(HO; a Hy)f(HO, 
'iT06 6blJl '1enOBeK H '1T06 refie sees CBOH BeK HeCCKOTHHOIO )f(HTb, a 'iT06 H,llpyraSl-TO'nOJIOBHHa 
HMeJIa CKOJIbKO HH6y,llb TaKHX)f(e CKJIOHHOCTeH Hnaposauaa, KaKHe HMeeWb Thl.KaK nanpassep, 
6hlJIa 6hI OXOTHHua,110 nayx, HJIH JII06HJIa 6, no KpaHHeH Mepe, 'iHTaTb KHHrH H 'iT06 6hIJIO refie C 
KeM npOMOJIBHTh CJIOBO." 

77. Black, Citizens for the Fatherland, 152-71; N. D . Chechulin, "Vospitanie i domashnee 
obuchenie v Rossii v XVIII v.," Dela i dni, no. 1 (1920): 96-112; no. 3 (1922): 32--46. 

78. Black, Citizens for the Fatherland, 156-58; Tovrov, The Russian Noble Family, 162; 
Raeff, Origins, 134-35. 

79. A. T. Bolotov, "Detskaia filosofiia, iii nravouchitel'nye razgovory mezhdu odnoiu 
gospozhoiu i ee det'rni," in Russkaiafilosofiia vtoroi poloviny 18 veka. Khrestomatiia, ed. B. V. 
Emel'ianov (Sverdlovsk, 1990),333--43. 

80. "51, nomofiaa ee C nepsoro ,llHSI HCKpeHHelO cynpyxcecsoro JIl060BblO, CKOJIbKO HH 
CTapaJICSI K HeH Ccaoeii CTOpOHhI JIaCKaTbClI, H KaK HH npHHCKHBaJI H HH ynoTpe6JISlJI ace, 'iTO 
TOJIbKO Mor, 'ieM 6bl ee3a6aBHTb, yaecenars H Kce6e recaee npanenars MO)f(HO 6wJIo; HO ycnex 
HMeJI B TOM oxem, MaJIbIH. Oaa KaJaJIaCb HMeTb xapatcrep caMblH XJIa,llHOKpOBHeHWHH, H KO 
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81. Bolotov founded and managed a pension for his own and other noblemen's children in 
Bogoroditsk; seedetails in Glagoleva, "A. T. Bolotov-uchenyi." 

82 Institut Russkoi Literatury (Pushkinskii Dom), Otdel Rukopisei (OR IRLI), f. 537, d. 40, 
1.13. 

83. "Iz dnevnika Pavia Bolotova za 1789 g.," in Muzyka i muzykal 'nyi byt staroi Rossii 
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